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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to develop a seeondary
physical edueatlon currieulum for cohoes High school, cohoes,
New York.
The currieulun was designed to be in accordance with the
philosophy of the cohoes city school District Board of
Edueation and regulations of the Federal and State Goverrrments.
The eurriculun was based on the subject areas for whieh Cohoes
High School had facilities and equipnent.
The revlew of literature showed a variety of areas in
physical education where progressive or sequentlal education
lvas used effectively, rn planning this curriculum, this
progresslon from elementary to seeondary 1eve1 was ldentifled.
This curriculum guide was designed to be f1exib1e. The
instructors using this gui-de are eneouraged to evaluate and
modify the unit activities and methods of evaluation
periodically.
when constructing the writs, it was decided by this
researcher to divide eaeh unit into nine parts. part one
would be the introductlon of the unitr p€rrt two would contaj-n
the behavioral objeetives of the unitr part three would
eontain the safety procedures of the unit, part four would.
list the equipment available for the unitr part five would be
a skill classlfication ehart that would indicate what grad.e
Ieve1 speclfic skilIs are to be introduced or reviewed., part
six would contain the activities in the rrnit that would
introduee new skills or practice ski1Is previously learned,
part seven would be an activities chart that would indicate
what specifie skil1s were contained j-n a partieular activlty,
part eight would identify sample skilIs tests that may be
used by the lnstructor for evaluatlon, part nine would
contain sample written tests that may be used by the
instructor for evaluatlon. Eaeh r:nit would also eontaln a
list of references.
The units of study lneluded in the eurrieulum guide are
soccer, speedball, field hoekey, toueh football, archery,
basketball, vo11eyba11, square dance, badminton, gymnastics,
floor hockey, weight training, go1f, softball, and track and
fi eId.
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Chapter l
INTRODUCT工ON
The major purpose of education ard physical educatlon is
to prepare individuals to be active, healthy, intelligent,
and responslble partieipants in society. The school
currieulum should provide, for eaeh pupi1, the opportunities
needed for growth and development to the fu11 extent of the
individualfs potential abilities (trre unlversity of New york,
1954r p. 1 ).
rn their book Phvsical klucation, Delbert oberteuffer
and Celeste Ulrich (1970) listed seven prineiples of
currleulun that conti.nue to be valid.
The curriculun should be planned to aI1ow for lrogresslon
in learning, with a niniunm of repetition of aetivlties
. . . The cr:mleulun naterials should be selected in
relation to age and physieal condition of students. The
curri-eulum should consist of aetivities in which values
are inherent, which are intrinsieally interestlng, and
with which the student can develop a conpatibility
(p. zB9).
The najor objective of this project was to develop a
currieulum for the ciff school Distriet of cohoes, cohoes,
N,ew York, based on the principles outlined by oberteuffer and
Ulrieh.
The curriculum was developed utilizing books, periodicals
2and unpublished sources. The author of thls curriculun guide
created a wide range of sources and evaluation techniques as
a result of research and years of teaching experience.
The authors of the CrrricuLum Guide for physical
Edueation in New York State felt that the
Physical edueation program at the high sehool level
should be based on the foundation of a welr--balanced
elenentary and junior high school program. The high
sehool grades should offer pup11s the opportunity to
inprove their baslc skills and to advance to more
challenging and complex skilIs. rt is the responsibility
of high sehool to help students develop as Dany skilIs
in the physical education field as possible (ffre
University of New York, 1964r p. 8).
Seope of Problem
This projeet was pursued to develop a defined high
school physical education cr:rriculum for Cohoes High School.
Thls eurriculurn would be beneficial to the physical education
progran because the specific unit of instruction to be taqght
is defined year by year to both avold repetition and pnomote
sequential developnent of physical skilIs. The speeifie units
of instruetion defined are an extension of the elementary and
junior high programs. The instruetors are provided with
sanple activities and methods of evaluation for each unit.
3Statement of Problem
The purpose of this project was to develop a secondary
physical education curriculum guide for the Cohoes City
Sehool Distrlet, Cohoes, New York.
Assumptions of Studv
The following were assumptions of the study:
1. All students entering Cohoes High School have
received a foundation of ski11 and knowledge for all units
being presented.
2. All high school physieal education instructors will
use the curriculum guide.
Definition of Terns
[he following terros were defined for this study:
1. Curriculu$ 
- A plan that describes the necessary and
sufficient means for achleving partieular learaing end.s.
2. Phvsical Education That part of general education
which emphasizes a variety of movement experlences selected
and taught for their contributlon to the growth, development
and behavior of eaeh student.
3. Physieal Fitness - A relative conditlon that varies
fron individual to individual and that depends on the ability
of the individual to adjust to the tasks denanded with as
littIe effort as possible and without r:ndue fatigue.
4. Scope - Refers to the breadth of the physical
edueation eurrieulum that should be taught at all grade
1eve1s.
45.  Sequence ― Ref rs to the grade p■acement of phys■ca
education exper■ences.
De■imitations of study
The de■imitations of th直project were as fo■■ows3
1。  The proDect was de■imited by the time ■imitations
ilnposed by schedu■ing at Cohoes High SchO。■.
2。  The proOect was de■imited by the faci■ities provided
at Cohoes High Schoo■。
3.  The pro3ect was de■imited by the physica■ education
phi■osophy and educationa■ objectives of the Cohoes City
Schoo■ District。
4.  The project was subject to the guide■ines es ab■ished
by the New York State DepnTtment of Education.
5。  The proDect was deve■oped using existing physica■
education faci■ities, equipment and supp■ies at Cohoes High
Schoo■。
Ilimitation of_ he Study
The fo■■ wing were ■initations of the proDect:
1.  The proOect was ■imited in its app■cation to Oohoes
High Schoo■。
Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The review of literature was divided into areas by this
investigator: (a) history of physical education,
(t) curriculurn developnent in physical ed.ucation, (c) Federal
Government regulations, (a) new York State regulations, and
(e) summary.
Hi-story of Physical Educatlon
The decade 1850-1860 marks the beglnning of the modern
revlvaL of interest in physical edueation. Following 25
years of slow growth it has since developed into a large
and lnportant phase of nodern educatlon (Hetherington, 1965,
p. 1i5).
The first attempt to inelude physieal education in the
program of the publie sehools was during the deeade 1860-18?0
when the calisthenics advocated by Dr. Dlo lewis had a wave
of popularity. This lasted for only a few years. ?hysical
education was again negleeted until the decade 1880-189O when
a number of western eities with a large German population
introduced light gymnasties in the public schools. The
growth of eities, industrial development and the rapid
erpansion during this period were faetors in arousing the
interest of educators and the public to the importance of
providing physical training for the ehildren in the school
(Hetherington, 1)65, p. 158).
5In 188!, a eonference in the j-nterest of physical
education was held i-n Boston. Ihe purpose of the conferenee
was to plaee different systens of gymnasties before edueators.
A direct result of the conference hras the organizatlon of the
Department of Hygiene and Physieal Training in the Boston
public schools (Hetfrerington, 1955r p. 159).
By 1900, all major cities in the east, middle west and
west had sone form of physieal edueatlon in the school
programs. The Swedish or German system of gymnastles were
predomj-nant (Hetherington , 1966r p. 161).
At the turn of the century, a new trend developed in
physieal edueation. It was fe1t, by nany educators, that
physical educatlon should eonsj-st of more than gymnasties and
physical training (Hetherington, 1966r p. 165).
In 1910, the National Society for the Study of Fdueatlon
reported the funetion of physical edueation as the teaching
of games, dancing, swlmming, gymnastics, and athleties. It
shouLd also teach socj-al values such as fair play and
teamwork (Hetherington, 1966r p. 158).
During the 1950rsr a new ai-m of physical education noved
rapidly into the foreground. This alm was the preparation for
leisure time. The objeetives of most physical education
programs was to teach garnes and exereises for leisure in later
life (Hetherington, 1965r p. 176).
Dnring World War II, the primary objective of physieal
edueation vras physical fltness. Physical edueation for all
7students, not nedically excused, was recommended. The
activities stressed were aquaties, gymnasties, relays,
callsthenics, tumbling, boxing, wrestling, group games, and
team sports (Hetherington, 1966r p. 184).
When the war ended, the emphasis on physical fitness
declined and programs were stressj-ng a variety of sports.
rnstruction in 10 or 12 sports in the sehools was no longer
uncommon (iietherington t 1955r p. 187).
After the Korean Conflict, Presi_dent Eisenhower, 1n
1956, forned the Presidentts Council on Youth Fitness.
American Association for Health, Physieal Edueatlon and
Recreation gave full support to this movement whieh President
John Kennedy later enthusiastically supported. He sent a
rnessage to all schools in the eowrtry urging them to follow
the recommendations of the Presidentts council on physlcal
Fitness. This ineluded a health appraisal, vigorous aetivity
and achievement tests (Hackensmith, 1956r p. 83).
widespread experimentation and new methods of teaching
physical education took plaee 1n the 197Ots. These new
innovatlons includ.ed perfornanee based curriculum, purpose-
proeess conceptual framework, interdiseiplinary eurrieulum,
and currleulum based on hunan movement. Dr:ring this period,
and presently, many physieal edueators 1n the secondary
school contlnued to use the teacher-oriented, traditional
model (Nixon & Jewett, 1954r p. 57).
8In 1978, Steingut, Speaker of the Assembly of the State
of New York, formed a task force on sports and physieal
fitness to review all aspects of physical education. This
task force, headed by Robert Kane, investigated the status
of physical education and sports for one year. They were
able to pinpoint several areas in physical education whleh
needed improvement. Some of those were the establlshment of
physical fitness and skill test procedures, a greater emphasis
on physlcal fitness training and life tlme sports, updated
currleulum 1n grades kindergarten through 12, and exposure
of students to a greater variety of sports (ttew York State
Education Department, 1978, p. 14).
Curriculum Development in Phvsieal Blucation
The eontent of the physical educatlon eurrieulum needs
to be organized in sueh a manner that students will be
able to progress toward an inereasingly mature
utilization of their knowledge and eompeteney. This
kind of development calls for a eareful presentation of
activitles in sequence . . . There are too many lnstances
today of repetitive prograrns. (Wi:-tgoose, 1974r p. 137)
ft was further stated by Bucher (lglZ) tfrat
The overall curriculum in physical education must be
planned on a progresslve basis through objeetives and
activlties appropriate to the development antieipated
at the different age levels. In this wdyt the needs of
the students may be met and the overall goals achieved
9. . . When eonstructing the physical education
curriculum, the teaeher nust plan for sueh progression.
(p. 129)
In 1966, the Miehigan Department of public rnstruetion
stated, 1n their curriculum guide, that physieal educati.on
actlvities should be progressively organized from basie to
advaneed skil-]s, throughout the total school program, for
grades kindergarten through jZ (Uiehigan Guide, 1966).
Physical edueation at the secondary 1eve1 should be
based on the ski11s, knowledge and fitness of the elementary
grades.
we reeognize that eertain aetivities require the
previous learning of more elementary and. basic ski11s;
consequently, more complex activities are not presented
wrtil the average child has attaj-ned the required basic
skll-1s. (Frost , 1971, p. 121)
The importance of leisure sports and earry overc
activitles in the secondary physieal education prog?am was
emphasized by Jay B. Nash as far back as 1935. Cobb & T,epley
(1971) stated that
Secondary education represents the termination of formal
edueation for a large segurent of our population;
therefore, educatlon must supply trainlng for 1ife.
(pp. 88_89)
with this thought in mind, the authors were strong
believers that the seeondary physical education program must
10
be strongly coordinated with the elementary and junior h_lgh
programs. Continuity and progression of programs is a must.
tr'ederal Government Regula:Elons
0n May 27 t 1975, kesident Ford signed the final version
of the regulations of Title IX which prohibits sex
discrimination in federally assisted educatlon programs.
Title IX states:
No person in the United States sha11, on the basls of
sex, be excluded from partlcipation in, be denied the
benefits of, or be subjected to dj-serimlnation under any
education program or activity receivlng federal
financi-al assistance. (Edueati-on Amendment, Statute 1855)
The regulations issued by the Federal Governnent to
implement Titl-e IX legislation requires that:
Physical education elasses must include both boys and
girls; however, girls may be seheduled separately from
the boys when elass activities consist of sports
involving bodily contact. (Educatlon Amendment, Statute
1855)
In a memorandum from the New York State Education
Department, secondary schools were given r.urtil July 21, 1978,
to evaluate their current practiees and polieies and make
the necessary modlfleations.
New York State Regulations
Erlueatlon ],aw, Seetion 805, states the following:
It is the duty of the trustees and boards of edueation
11
to develop and i-mplement schoor district plans to
provlde physical education for all pupils. A school
district rnay conduct an lnstructional prograa, whieh
differs from but is equlvalent to, the requ-i-red program
with the approval of the Commissioner. (New york State
Erlucational law, Section 80r)
The 1aw also eontalns regulations for objectives of
curriculum development, activities to be included in the
curriculum, and cites the need for continual evaluation of
the instructional program and of lndividual pupilst needs
and progress.
Summarv
The decade 1850-1860 marks the modern revlval of
physical education. Physieal education $ras first ineluded in
the publie sehool program with the ealisthenies advocated by
Dio lewis (Haekensmith, 1956).
Physieal education was again negleeted wrtil the decade
1880-1890 when a number of western cities wlth large German
populations introdueed light gymnastles to the public
schools. By 1900, most major cities had some form of physical
education with gymnastics sti11 predominant.
Most educators at the tr.rn of the century felt that
physieal education should consist of more than gymnastles.
The Natlonal soeiety for the study of Edueation reported
that physical education should also include the teaching of
games, dancing, swimmi-ng, and athleties. kograms of this
12
nature were comnon until the 1950 I s when physieal educatj_on
also included the teaching of games and exercises for leisrl1.e
time activity (Hetherington, 1965).
After World War I1, many programs were stressing a
variety of courses of instruetion, including 10 or 12 sports
(Hackensmith, 1966).
The post Korean confliet years saw physical fitness
again become a major part of the physical education program.
The Presidentrs Council on Youth Fitness recommended programs
whlch included vigorous actlvity, health appraisal and.
achievement tests.
The 1960 t s and 197Or s was a period of experimentatlon in
curriculum deslgn and teachlng methods. These included
performanee based, interdisciplinary, conceptual framework,
and purpose-process cr:rrieulun. Many currleulums continued
to be traditional in nature. A11 programs emphasized physical
fitness and leisure time activlties (Van Da1en, 1971).
As a result of Federal and New York State Edueation laws,
all physj-eaI education elasses are to be coedueational in
nature with all children, above the age of 8, required to
parti cipate.
Chapter 3
METHODS AND PROCEDURES
The procedure for developing a er:rriculum guide for
cohoes High school physical education lnvol-ved (a) objeeti_ves
of edueatlon and physieal education, (u) cohoes city school-
Distrlet physical edueation objectives and philosophy, (c)
revlewing er:rrieulurn design, (d) sehool eharaeteristics and
facilities, (e) revlewing the charaeteristics and needs of
students at the secondary 1eve1, (r) development of units of
instruetion, (s) weekly eontent tables, and (ir) evaruation
procedures to be implemented at Cohoes High School.
Statine the Obiectives of
Edueation and Phvsical Education
The major purpose of education 1s to prepare the
individuals to be aetive, healthy, intelligent, and
responsible partieipants in society (University of the state
of New York, 1964r p. 8).
Physieal education is that part of the general edueatlon
which emphasizes a variety of movement experlences selected
and taught for their eontribution to growth, development and
behavior of each student. The developers of the New york
state cr:rriculum Guide felt that the objeetives or goals that
serve for the best foundatlon for curriculum development were
as follows:
13
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1. To develop efflcient and effectlve motor ski11s that
will enable each pupil to handle his/her body sk11lfu11y
and safely in all daily activities.
2. To develop and maintain the best possible IeveI of
performanee, wrderstanding and appreciation for physical
fltness to meet the demands of wholesome 1j-ving.
1. To develop a positive self-image which ineludes self
awareness and understanding.
4. To develop desirable social behavj-or as the basis for
group living in a democraey.
5. To develop interest and proficiency in using skills
for suceessful partleipation in worthwhile recreational
activities. ('p. 9)
The American Assoclatlon of Health, Physical Edueatlon and
Recreation (1965) l-ists four major purposes of a
eomprehensive and modern program of physieal educati-on:
1. To help children learn to move ski11ful1y and
effeetively not only in exercises, games, sports, and
dances, but also in a1l aetive life situations.
2. To develop r:nderstanding of voluntary movements and.
the ways in which individuals may organize their own
movements to accomplish the signifieant purposes of
thelr 1ives.
7. To enrich r.mderstanding of soeially approved
patterns of personal behavior, with particular reference
to the interpersonal interaction of games and sports,
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4. To eonditlon the heart, 1ungs, muscles, and other
organi_c systems to respond to lnereased demands by
imposing progressively greater demands on them. (p. 10)
During the 1970rs many wrlters made contributions to the
development of objeetlves in physical educatlon. Among the
wrlters of this deeade were Nixon and Jewett. They proposed
five broad, general objeetives to serve as a design of
performanee objectlves. These five proposals are as follows:
1. To develop a basle understanding and appreeiatlon of
human development.
2. To develop and maintain optimal individual muscular
strength, muscular endurance, and eardiovaseular
enduranee.
1. To develop indivldual movement potentialities to the
optimal l-evel for eaeh lndividual.
4. To develop ski]ls, knowl-edge and attltudes essentlal
to satisfying, enjoyable physlcal recreatj-on experiences
engaged in voluntarily throughout onets lifetime.
5. To develop soei-a11y aceeptable and personally
rewarding behavior through particlpation 1n movement
activlties. (Nixon & Jewett, 1974r p. 97)
The revlewing of these objectives of physical edueation
were helpful in the development of this eurrlculum guide.
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Cohoes High School
Physieal klucation Ob.iectives
when developing this curriculum guide, it was necessary
to adhere to the objectives of physical education established
by the physical edueation staff for the city sehool Dlstriet
of Cohoes. These stated objectives are as follows:
The objeetive of physical education is to provlde a good
basic progran whi-ch will contribute to the total
development of the students in or:r distriet. The
physical education program w111 provide the students
with the opportunity to:
1. Develop and maintain a leve1 of physical fitness
eommensurate with their needs.
2. Provide the students the opportunity to become
competent 1n the management of their bodies and acquire
physical sk11l.
3. The students shal1 be given the opportunity to
acquire desirabl-e social standards and ethieal coneepts.
4. The students will acquire safety ski1ls and habits
and to develop a high degree of awareness regarding
safety for themselves and others.
5. The students will seek partieipation j_n and derive
enjoyment from wholesome recreation during their leisrrre
time.
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5. The students will aequire a realistic self-image and
develop a desirable self-eoncept through relevant
physical education experiences.
7. The students will acquire personal and edueational
values which are within the developmental potential of a
quality physlcal education program. (Cohoes City School
Districtr lgT4r p.1)
Curriculum Design
Before the development of this projeet, many eurriculum
designs were reviewed. The New York City Cr.rrrieulun
committee developed a graded and progressive eourse of study
that wor.rld serve to glve scope, sequence and standardization
to the physical education progran at the seeondary Ieve1.
The activities and time allotnent for each would vary beeause
of school facillties, equipment and personnel. The proBrams
of lnstruction were a normal program, short program, seasonal
program, and platoon teaching. A11 of the programs contalned
units of conditioning, danee, gymnastics, individual and dual
sports, team sports, traek and field, aquaties, and games
(Board of Edueation of the City of New York, 1965).
fn developing their eurriculum guide, the Committee of
the lowville Aeademy and central school felt that physieal
edueation at the seeondary 1eveI is based on the ski11s,
knowledge and fitness of the elementary grades. At the
jwrior high 1eve1, grades 7 through 10, students were
provided with a variety of team sports. lndividual and dual
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sports were graduall)' provided. Students in grades 11 and 12
had an eleetlve program with the units arranged in two blocks
of 4 weeks and one bloek of 2 weeks devoted to mini-eourses.
At this 1eveI, lifetime activities were ernphasi zed. units of
instruction lncluded team sports, lndividual sports, swimming
and water safety, gymnastics, traek and fie1d, fitness, and
winter sports (lowvi11e Academy and Central Sehool, 1972).
For a masters project, Hamilton (tgZA) developed a
competency-based physical education currieul-um for Union
Springs Academy. This j-s an electlve program with requirenent
for graduation being that students must take four team
activlty classes, four individual or dual activity elasses,
tumbling, and physical fitness. The units of instruction
were 9 weeks in length, consisting of two Ievels of
lnstruction. The units of instructlon included individual and
dual sports, team sports, reereatlonal activlties, aquatlcs,
track and fie1d, and tumbling.
The Physical &lucation Department at Ilighland park
senj-or High Sehool developed a lottery physical education
program. The elasses operate on a 5-day cycIe, are Z hours
in length and meet every other day. The units of instruetion
are 7 elasses each, with 3 units per quarter. The students
sign up for an activlty at the beglnning of each unit and are
assigned to an actj-vity by the lottery system (Overskei, 1971,
pp. 27-28).
The premise that students with a high degree of ski11
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will- enjoy their activities and feel a sense of personal
achievement was employed by the Poway High School Cr.rriculur
Committee in developing their modular physical edueation
program. Thls program was divided into four phases. The
first phase is small classes devoted to skill development,
the seeond phase is a physical fitness laboratory, the third
phase is a competitive laboratory, and the forrrth phase is an
open laboratory period. A performance currlculum was
developed for each activity (Umm., 1971).
Colges High School Characteristics and Facilitles
When dlscussing faeillties, it is also important to
conslder other characteristlcs of the school such as
scheduling, staff and budget.
There are approxi-mately 900 students enroll-ed at Cohoes
High Sehool- in grades 9 through 12. Each student has 100
physical edueatlon classes per year. The year is divlded
into four markj-ng perlods of 10 weeks eaeh. when scheduling
permits, students are plaeed in coeducational elasses by
grade. These classes will vary i-n size from 50 to 80 students.
There are two physieal educatlon instructors asslgned to eaeh
eIass. Indoor facilities are limited to three statlons. The
glmnasium, which measures 90 feet by 77 feetr moy be divided
in half providlng two teaching stations (see Figure 1). Also
provided, when desired, is the cafeterj-a which may be used for
written tests, classroom sessi-ons and audio-visual. The
outdoor facillties are ample (see Figr.rre 2). The largest area,
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measuring 500 feet by 900 feet, is divided. into a baseball
fiel-d and soecer fie1d, The second, a football fieId,
measures 15o feet by 17o feet. The third area measures 15o
feet by 150 feet and 1s an all purpose field. An all weather
traek is currently r:nder eonstruction around the football
field. Below are basic dj-agrams of the indoor and outdoor
teaching stations.
Figure 1. lndoor Teaehing Stations
The gymnasj-um has six baskets. Students may play one
game ful-l court, using two baskets, or two games half court
by using the four side baskets. The markings on the floor
also provide areas for two regulation voLleyball eourts and
three regulatlon badminton courts.
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Soccer
Fie■d
Parking Area
100' X 50'
Parking Area
A■■ Pl】rpose
Fie■d
150' x 150'
900' x 4001
Tota■ Ar eaBaseball
Schoo■
Traek
Footba■■ Fie■d
350' x 170'
Figure 2. Outdoor Teachlng Stations
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Characteristics and Needs of A9olesgents
Teachers should have a knowledge of common eharacterlsties
and needs of ehild growth and development. These
eharacteristics should be considered when developing a
currlcul-um.
The eharacteristics of adoleseents are (a) improve in
motor eoordination, (u) boys continue to grow, (c) muscularly,
girls taper off, (a) group approval lmportant, (e) enjoy group
aetivity, (f) strlve for outstanding performances, (g) enjoy
doing things on thelr own, (tr) intensely emotional- and
eomplex, (i) fr:-ghfy crltical of both adults and peers,
(j) puberty cycle generally completed., (k) strong interest in
personal appearance, (1) adjust more readily to situatJ-ons,
(*) restless and eager for activity, (n) enjoy wide variety
of activlty, (o) willing to admit own shortcomings,
(p) intellectually serious, (q) interested in exeitement and
adventure, (r) accept increased responsibility, (s) end.r:rance
i-ncreases, and (t) often show hero worship.
The needs of adoleseents are (a) wide variety of vigorous
physical activity, (b) wide variety of reereatlonal games,
(c) periodic health examination, (d) opportunity for
development of safety ski11s and habits, (e) understanding
and need for, and values of, ru1es, (f) knowledge and ski11
to partieipate now and in later life leisure physical
actlvity, (g) opportunitles to serve as leaders, offieials
and helpers for teaehing of ski11s and games, (n) opportunities
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to practice critical thlnking and complex problem solving,
(i) opportunities for self testing aetivities so they can see
personal progress, (j) awareness of good body neehanlcs,
(t<) development of knowledge and und.erstand.ing of body
]lmitations and capabilitles, (1) opportunlties for self
appralsal, (r) patient, tolerant but firrn supervision,
(n) experi-ences in aecepting defeat and victory 1n a
whol-esome manner, (o) knowledge and understanding of the
value of team work and cooperation, and (p) experience in
developing eodes of acceptable behavior ( Cowel1 & Hazelton,
1969r pp. 213-215, and New York State Cumiculuo Guide, 1954,
pp. 5-7).
Units of lnslruction
When developing units of instruction, the following
were taken into eonsideration:
1. The New York State Edueatlon Department mandated
that students reeeive sufficient experienee 1n movement,
rhythms, games, pereeptual-motor skilIs, indivlduar and tsam
sports, gymnastics, lifetime sport, and other appropriate
activities (tUew York State Eclucation Department , 1977).
2. The reguJ-ations issued by the Federal Government to
implement the TitLe rx legislation requlres that physical
education classes include both boys and glrls; however, girls
may be scheduled separately from the boys when class
activities consj-st of sports involving body eontact (Education
Amendment, 1972.
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3. literature revealed a variety of ldeas as to what
activities should be included in the physieal education
eurri cu1utrr.
Cowe11 and Hazelton (1955) stated that the physieal
educatlon program must inelude a wide range of signifieant
activities in several dimensions of activlties. These
actlvities would include lndividual and team sports, aquaties,
daneer s€If testing, eamplng and outdoor, and body building
activitles (p. 71).
willgoose (1969) stated that it appeared far more sound
a practice to structure a rather firm and detailed course of
study. The activities would include eonditioning and body
meehanies, aquatles, self testing, games, team sports, rhythm
and danee, evaluation of skilI, and knowledge. He also
stated that no program of the futr:re eould hope to meet the
need for full- and vigorous group competition; therefore,
intramural partlcipation shoul-d al-so be included (p. ZZg).
4, In developing the seeondary physical education
activities, time allotment, class slze, staff, and nunber of
teaching stations also had to be considered.
After revlewi-ng the four basie criteria, the following
were seleeted as activities for this eumiculum guide:
(a) orlentatlon at the beginning of the sehool year, (U) team
sports, (") individual and d.ual sports, (a) dance, (e) self
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testing, and (f) evaluatlon to j-nclude skil1 and knowledge
tests.
The eourse content for grades 9, 10, 11, and 12 aJce
shown on Tables 2) 7, 4, and 5.
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Tab■e l
UNIT BREAKDOWN
I。  ORGANttZAT10N
Or■entation
Ski■/Written/Physica■ Fitness Tests
II.  TEAM SPORTS
Soccer/Speedba■■
Touch Footba■■
Fie■d Hockey
Basketba■■
Vo■leyba■■
F■oor Hockey
Softba■l
I工工.  INDIVIDUAL AND DUAIJ SPORTS
Archery
Go■f
Badm■nton
IV.  DANCE
Square Dance
Ve  SELF TESTING
Track and Fie■d
Weight Training
Gymnastics (stunts, tuコb■ing, apparatus)
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Table 2
9th Grade Weekly Course Content
Month Week l Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Sept. 0rientation Speedball
Soccer
Speedball
Soecer
Speedball
Soceer
0ct. Speedball
Soceer
Touch
Football
Field
Hockey
Toueh
Football
Field
Hockey
Toueh
Football
Field
Hoekey
Nov. Toueh
Football-
Field
Hockey
Basketba■1 Basketba■■ Basketbal■
Dec. Basketbal■Vo11eyba11 Vo11eybal1 Yacation
Jan. Vo11eybal1 Vo11eyba11 Square
Dancing
Square
Dancing
tr'eb. Gymnastles Gymnastic s Vacation Gymnastles
March Gymnastl es Welght
Training
Floor
Hoekey
Weight
Tralning
Floor
Hoekey
Weight
Training
Floor
Hoekey
April Floor
Hockey
Fl-oor
Hockey
Vaeation Track and
Field
I/iay Track and
Field
Traek and
Field
Softba■■ So ftba■1
June Softba■l Wrap-up
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Tab■e 3
10th Grade Week■y collTse Content
MonthWeek l Week 2 Week ぅ Week 4
Sept。 0rientation Touch
Footba■l
Fie■d
Hockey
Touch
Footba■■
Fie■d
HOckey
Touch
Footba■■
Fie■d
Hockey
Oct。 Touch
Footba■1
Fie■d
H09key
Soeeer Soccer Soceer
Nove Square
Daneing
Square
Dancing
Basketba■■ Basketba■l
DeceBasketba■■ Basketba■■ Bask etba■1 Vacation
」an. Gymnasti es Gymnasties GSrmnastics Gymnastlcs
Feb. Vo11eybaI1 Vo11eyba11 Vaeatlon Vo11eyba11
March Vo1leyba11 Weight
Training
Weight
Tra■n■ng
Arehery
and Golf
Apri■Arehery
and Golf
Softba■1 Vacation Softbal■
May So ftba■■ So ftbal■Track and
Fie■d
Track and
Fie■d
」une Track and
Fie■d
!'/rap-up
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Tabl-e 4
11th Grade Weekly Course Content
MonthWeek l Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Sept. Ori entation Speedball
Soecer
Speedball
Soe cer
Speedball
Soec er
0 et. Speedball
Soceer
Toueh
Football
Field
Iiockey
T ouch
Football
Field
Hockey
Toueh
Football
Field
Hockey
N ov. Square
Danclng
Square
Dancing
Basketbal■Basketba■■
Dec. Basketba■■ Basketba■■ Basketba■■ Vacation
Jan. Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnastics Gymnasties
Feb. Vo11eybaI1 Vo11eyba11 Vacation Vo11eyba11
Ivlarch Vo1leyba11 Welght
Tralnlng
Floor
Hockey
Weight
Training
Floor
Hockey
Weight
Trainlng
Fl-oor
Hoekey
April Badminton Badminton Vacatlon So ftba■■
Iriay So ftba■■ Track and
Field
Traek and
Fiel-d
Archery
and Golf
June Arehery
and Gol-f
Wrap-up
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Table j
1Zth Grade Weekly Course Content
MonthWeek l Week 2 Week 3 Week 4
Sept. Ori entation Speedball
So ceer
Speedball
Soecer
Speedball
Soecer
Oct。 Speedba■■
Fie■d
Hockey
Touch
Footba■■
Fie■d
Hockey
Touch
Footba■■
Fie■d
Hockey
Touch
Footba■■
Fie■d
Hockey
Nov. Square
Dancing
Square
Danclng
Basketba■■ Basketbal■
Dec。 Basketba■■ Basketba■■ Basketba■■ Vacatlon
」an. Square
Dancing
Square
Daneing
Gymnastics Gymnastics
Feb. Vol1eyba11 Vo■eyballVaeation Vo1leyba11
March Weight
Tra■n■ng
F■oor
Hockey
Weight
Training
Floor
Hoekey
Badmlnton Badmlnton
Apri■Badminton So ftba■■ Vacation Softba■■
May Softba■■ Track and
Fie■d
Track and
Fie■d
Arehery
and Golf
」une Archery
and Gol-f
Wrap-up
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Evaluation Pro csdrrres
The students will be evaLuated at the completion of each
unlt. This evaluation will consist of skil1 and knowledge
tests. To eonform to the marking proeedures of Cohoes High
School, students will be given a pereentage grade.
The evaluatlon tests presented in each unit will aeeount
for 1OO% of the studentrs quarterly gradei 50% skills and 50%
knowledge. Iiany of the skill and knowledge tests presented
in this currlculum guide were tests devised by this developer,
using years of teaching experience as a guide. The ski11 and
knowledge tests are sanple tests whieh may be revised by the
physieal educatlon staff.
Prior to adminlsterlng any skill tests, the instructors
should consider the following factors:
1. fs the test reliable?
2. Is the test valid?
1. Is the test standardized?
4. Are 1oca1 norms being used when possible?
Prior to admlnistering the written tests, the j-nstruetor
should ensure that eaeh student has been provided with a
study sheet, for that partlcular mit, that w111 inefude
_ 
(a) r:nit objeetives, (l) brief history, (c) explanation of
ski11s, (a) rules and regulations, and (e) officiating
techniques.
Chapter 4
PROPOSED UNITS OF INSTRUCTION
The physical education program was organized to conform
to the marking periods and the scheduling of elasses. The
marklng periods at cohoes High school are divided into four
blocks of 10 weeks eaeh. The length of eaeh r:nit of
instruction will vary. This guide was designed for each 10-
week block to contain 2 or 3 units of lnstruction.
Other eriteria used when developing units were:
1. Does the activity meet the basic objeetives?
2. Is the aetivity of interest to the learner?
,. Does the activity grow out of previous erperience?
4. Is there adequate equipnent available for the
activity?
5. Is the activity reasonably safe?
6. Is the activity within the range of ability of the
learner?
It was assumed that students possessed the basic skiIls
and knowledge of each unit. The skills were reviewed and
new ski11s were lntrodueed by using a nunber of aetivltles.
Eaeh unit of instruction was dlvided into 11 parts,
which eonsj-st of the following:
1. Introductory statement
2. Unit behavioral objeetives
,. Safety proeedures
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4. Skil1 classifieation
5. Equipnent to be used
6. Speeific activities
7. Activities ehart
8, Sample skil1s test
9. Student score sheets
10. Sample written test
11. References
ehart
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SOCCm UNIT
Soecer has increasingly beeone a very popular sport 1n
recent years. Because of the nature of the gamer oD
individualr s sLze is not a major faetor. Soccer is a very
vigorous activlty in which the injury leve1 is minimal.
Soccer has great carry over value. There is no great expense
for elaborate equipment; therefore, nany soccer clubs are
being formed to continue this sport into adult 1ife.
Table 5 indicates the grade 1evel in whieh soecer skills
will be introduced (1) or reviewed (n). Table 7 indieates
specific activities which will be used to practice skiI1s.
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Behavioral Objectives
students should be given the opportunity to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. students will further develop their agility, balance,
coordlnation, speed, endurance, and aggressiveness.
2. Students will develop strength in legs and feet.
3. students will develop anticipation, quick thinking
and timing.
4. Students will develop a competitive spirit and an
apprecj-ation for team participation.
5. students will receive an understanding of position
play and team stratery.
5. Students will further develop an appreciation for
ski11fu1 perfornance.
7. students will acquire a knowledge and nnderstanding
of soecer history, rules and. regulations.
8. Students will be proficient in heading, trapping,
passing, kieking, and dribbling.
9. Students will develop the ability to offlcj.ate a
soccer galDe.
Safetv Proeedures
The following safety procedures should be reviewed
before participatlon 1n soccer and eontinued to be practiced
throughout the unit:
1. Students must wear proper gyn attire, including
sneakers.
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2. Students should have proper tuarm-up period before
p1ay.
7. The instruetor will stress the awareness of others to
avoid collisi-ons.
4. At the beginning of c1ass, the instructor will
caution students against kicking too hard.
5. Ensure that field of play is cleared of all debris.
6. Students will- be instrueted to wear proteeti-ve
covering when not wearing safety glasses.
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Tab■e 6
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■s Classificatlon
General Specific 9 10 12
Kicking Review baslc skiIls
Back overhead kiek
??? ?
?
?
Passing Review basle skilIs
Power pass 
- 
long
Trap pass
????
?
?????
Trapping Review baslc skills
Thigh - inside
工
?
Dribbling Review basic skiUs
Toe ehop baek spi-n
Step over 
- change
工
??
?
??
Heading Revlew basie skiIls
Junp
Di stanee
I
??
?
Throw ln Review basi-e skilIs
Rwrning long throw
工
?
?
Tackling Review basic ski■■s
Side
Hook
I
??
?
Ski■■s Classiflcation
General Specific 9 10 12
Blocking Review basic skills I
GoaI Keeping Revlew basic skiIls
Punehing
Trapping
I
??
Game Situations All previ-ous skills 工 R
Baslc line Up Offensive (4-3-3)
Defens■ve man―to―
Zone formation
4-3-3 fOrmation
??? ?
? R
R
I
I
R
R
R
R
Officiating Knowledge of rules
Positioning
Part of game
I R
????
ー
?
?
???
Evaluation Ski■s test
Written test
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
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Table 6 (eontinued)
Note. (I) and (n) indicates the grade leve1 in which
speclfic skilIs will be j-ntroduced or reviewed.
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Equlpment
The fol-lowing is a list of avail_abIe equipment:
24 soccer ba11s
48 scri-mmage vests
2 soccer goals
2 soceer nets
'1 whi stle
1 rule book
50 study sheets
Specifle Unit Activitles
Activity 1
The instructor will explain and demonstrate proper
dribbling techniques. The class will be divided into equal
lines on the sideline of the soecer field. Students will
then practlce proper techniques by dribbling the ball across
the field to the opposite sideline. They will then return to
their line, passlng the bal-1 to the next student who will
then perform the same skill.
Aetivity 2
With partners spaced 10 yards apart, students will pass
the bal-l baek and forth to each other wbr-ile travellng across
the field to the opposite sidellne and back to their starting
l-ine.
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ActivitJ 3
The class will be dlvided j-nto equal ej-rcIes. students
will kick the ball across the circl-e to a classmate who will-
trap the ball and pass it to another classmate in the cirele.
After each player suceessfully traps and passes the ball, he
will be out of the clrcle.
Actlvlty 4
fhe instructor will explain and demonstrate proper
heading skilIs. The class w11l- then split up wlth partners.
Students will head the bal1, back and forth with their
partner, attempting to keep the ball in play as many times
as possible.
Activity 5
The instructor will explain and demonstrate proper goal
keeping teehniques and strategles. The students will then
divide into groups at eaeh goa1. Students will take turns
being goalie. Each player in the group will have one shot,
from 20 feet in front of the goa1, to seore.
Aclivitv 6
There w1l-l be three offensive players attempting to
score agalnst four defensive players. The instructor will
stress offensive and defenslve tearn strategies. Throw in
shots will also be reviewed at this time.
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lr
defense 
- 
0 0
offense\x 
x x
Acti-gijy 7
There will be three offensive players attenpting to
score agalnst three defensive players. fhe i-nstructor will
stress offensive and defensive strategies.
Activitv 8+
The students will be divided into teams of 11 players
eaeh. fhe instructor will stress the lnportance of playing
eaeh position properly. various offenees and defenses will
also be introduced or reviewed at this time. The instructor
may stop play at any time for explaining and correctlng'
individual or tean errors in teehnlques or strategies.
Activitv 9
Ihe students will be divided into equal teans of 1 1
players. Games will be 10 ninutes eaeh. feams will play
each other one tine. The teans with the best record will be
class champs. Class ehamps, in grades 11 and 12, will
advance to an intraclass tournament. Students will officiate
these ganes.
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Game plav. Each student will be evaluated in game p1ay.
The instructor will rate each studentrs performance on a
scale from 1-10. When ratj-ng each student, the j.nstructor
should evaluate the studentts basic skillsr position of play
and awareness of team strategies.
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Tab■e 7
Activities Chart
Speciflc Ski1l
Aetivity
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Kicking X X X
Passing X X X
Trapping X X X
Drlbbling X X X
Heading X X X
Tacking X X
Blocking X X
Goal Keeping X
Baslc fine up X X
Game play X X
Intraclass play X
Note. X indieates what activity introdueesr or is used
to practice, a specifie ski1l.
|
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Evaluatlon
Ski11s_Tests
The following skills tests are used to evaluate the
studentr s performance 1n soceer:
Dribbline. The students w111 dribble in and out of four
cones spaced 10 feet apart. The student has three trials.
For each trial successfully completed without error, the
student will be awarded 2 points with a naxlmum score of G
poj-nts.
Headine. The student will attempt to head the ball in
the air 10 times in suecession. For eaeh attempt completed
without emor, the student will be awarded 1 point with a
maximum score of 10 poi_nts.
Passins. while dribbling, the student will attempt to
pass the ball between two cones spaeed 5 feet apart. The
student may not pass the ball inside a 10 foot 11ne. The
student has five trials and will be awarded z points for
each successful trial with a maxiroun score of 10 points.
seoring. The student will have four attempts to seore
from for:r areas narked by eones 1n front of the goa1. For
each sueeessful seoring attempt, the student will be awarded.
1 point with a maxi-murn score of 4 points (cowe11 & Hazelton,
1g5g).
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Student Score Sheet
Tria■ 1
Tria■ 2
Tria1 3
Tria■
Tria■
Tria■
Tria■
Trial
1
2
う
4
5
Tria■ 1
Tria■ 2
Tria■ 3
Tria■ 4
Dribbling (6 points)
Name
互eading (10
Passins (tO
Points
points)
Points
point s )
Scoring (4
Points
points )
Ωame Plav (lo
Points
points)
Points
Total Seore
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Written Test
Nane
Directions: Questions 1 through 10 are modified true and
fa1se. If the answer 1s true, write true j-n the blank
provided. If the answer is fa1se, wrlte the word or phrase
that will correct the statenent in the blank. Correct only
those portlons of the statenent that are underlined. Each
correct answer is worth 1 point.
1. The only person on the field of play that
nay use their hands is the gg!!e.
Uhen the ball is kieked past the end 11ne
by the attacking tean, a corner kick will
fo11ow.
An indirect free kick will foIlow a
tripping call by the official.
A soecer goal is 20 feet in width.
The player on the offenslve 1ine, playing
to the far outside, 1s caI1ed the g4!ag.
There are ning players on a soceer team.
fhe game of soceer originated in Brazil.
I{hen heading the ba11, the top of the head
1s the best area for the ball to 1and.
I{hen attempting a throw-inr Sg foot must
remain on the ground.
2.
3。
??
?
???
9。
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10。 When the defens■ve teaコ kicks the ba■■
past the end 1ine, a corner kick fo11ows.
Directions: Questlons 11 through 20 are matchj-ng questions.
0n the blank at the left of each item in Column A, write the
letter from Column B that matches. Each eorreet answer is
worth 2 poi-nt.
Col-umn A Column B
11.
12。
13。
14.
15.
16。
17。
18.
19.
20。
indlreet kiek a. tripping
eorner kiek b. starts the game
goa■ kick
throw ■n
kick off
co 11
d. basie skiIl
€. side line
direct kick        f.  5oO feet
nllmber on teaIIl     g。  ■nadvertent whistle
■ength of field    h.  280 feet
width of goa■     i。 9 feet
dribbling 3o  24 feet
k.8
&@. Some of the questlons on this written test were
modlfied from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, L,eibee
and Messersmlth (1974).
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SPEEDBALL UNIT
Speedball is a field game whieh employs the skiIls and
rules of footbaII, soeeer and basketball. Speedball is a
very vigorous activlty where players must be physically fit
to particlpate to a hlgh degree of success. Speedball is a
game that uses all the fwrdamental technlques of running,
passlng, kicking, and dribbling.
Table 8 indicates the grade leveI in whlch speedball
skills will be introduced (f ) or reviewed (R). Tabl_e 9
indieates speeific activities which will be used to practice
ski11s.
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Behavioral Ob.i ectives
students should be given the opportr.rnity to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. students will further develop agility, coord.ination,
balance, speed, endurance, and aggressiveness.
2. students will develop strength in legs and feet.
3. students will develop anticipation, quiek thinking
and tining.
4. students will develop a competitive spirit and
appreeiation for tean participation.
5. students will develop an wrderstanding of position
play and team strateg"y.
5. Students will develop the speedball ski11 of
converting to an aerial baI1.
7. students will acquire a knowledge of the history of
speedball.
8. students will develop a knowledge and und.erstanding
of the rules and regulations of speed.ba11.
9. students will be able to officiate a speedball gatre.
Safety hocedures
The following safety procednres should be reviewed.
before participation in speedbarl and continued. to be
practleed throughout the unit:
1. E)rsure that field of play is smooth and clear of all
debris.
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2. Students nust have proper gyn attire, including
sneakers.
3. students should have proper warm-up period before
p1ay.
4. The instructor will stress the awareness of others
to avoid collisions.
5. The instruetor will stress the inportanee of playing
positions and avoiding bwrching.
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Tab■e 8
Ski■ 0■assification Chart
Ski■s C■assification
General Specific 9 10 12
Soccer Review a■■ skil■s 工 R
Basketba■l Review passing
Overhead pass
?? ?
?
?
R R
Footba■■ Review passlng
Review catching
Review punting
Review drop kick
工
I
I
I
R
R
R
R R R
Converting to
Aerlal- Ball
Review lift up
One foot
Two feet
Roll up
Spin
I
工
工
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
???????
?
?
?
???????
?
??
Seoring Revlew methods/skiI1s I R R R
Out of Bounds
P■ay
Review a■l ski■■s 工 R R R
Offens■ve
Play
Soccer pos■tiOns
」1】mp be■l
Free kicks
Methods Of attack
?
??ー??
ー
R
R
R
I
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
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able I ( con u
Ski■s Classificatlon
General Speelfic 9 10 12
Defensive
Play
Soccer positions
Corner kicks
Penalty kicks
Zone
Junp ball
??ー
??ー
??
????????
? ?
?
Variations of
Play
Runnlng with ball
Adapting offense
Adapting defense
??
ー
???
???
?
?
lead Up Games Keep away
30n3
30n4
????? ?
?
?
R R
0fficiating Know rules
Positi oning
?
???
?
Evaluation Ski■s test
Written test
?
ー
?
?
? ?
Note. (f ) and (n) indicates the grade l_evel in whieh
specific skills will be introduced or reviewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equj-pment:
2 soceer bal1s
24 scrJ-nnage vests
1 rule book
50 study sheets
1 set soccer goal posts
1 set soccer nets
Specific Unit Aetivities
Activity f
The i-nstructor will divide the class into for.rr teams.
Using half the soccer field, the students will play keep
away, applying only basketball skiIIs. A ball that hits the
ground is a dead ball a^nd will result in a junp ba11. The
instructor will stress no fouIs, tea"m pfay and no bunching
up, The only method of seoring is passing the ball to team
mate over the end Iine. Proper passing teehniques should be
reviewed and practiced at this tlme.
Activitv 2
Students will use half the soeeer fie1d. Three
offenslve players, using speedball skiIIs, will attempt to
score on three defensive players. Ivlethods of scoring will
be touchdown pass and drop kick. Proper drop kick and
eonverting to aerial ball techniques will be reviewed and
practiced.
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Activity 3
Students will use half the soccer field. Three
offensive players will attempt to score on for.r defensive
players, which now ineludes a goalie. Methods of seoring
w1ll- be touchdown pass, drop kiek, soeeer style goa1, and
penalty klck.
Activitrr 4
A game will be played with student offieials. The
instruetor will stress team strategies and positloning of
of fl cial-s.
Table 9
Activities Chart
Specific Ski■1
Activlty
1 2 う 4
Soceer X X X
Basketba■■ X X X X
Footba■l X X X
Converting to
aerial ball X X X
Scorlng X X
Out of borlnds
play X X X
Offensive pfay X X X
Defenslve play X X X
0ffieiating X
Note. x indicates what activity introduees, or is used
to practice, a specific sk1II.
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Evaluation
Ski1ls Tests
The following skiIls tests are used. to evaluate the
studentf s perfornanee 1n softball:
Methods of scoring. }Jith a team mate and one defender,
the students being tested will attenpt to seore agaj_nst that
defender. rhe offensive players will have three attenpts at
each method of seoring. Ilhese nethods will include drop
kick, penalty kiek, toucMown pass, and soccer goa1. proper
execution of each method will be worth 2 points, for a total
of 16 points.
Converting to aerial ba1l. llhe student will recelve two
points for each method performed correctly. There are five
methods to be used. These are one foot Iift, two foot 1ift,
ro11 upr two foot junp, and one foot lift to a team nate.
Students will be awarded 2 points for each method perforned.
eorrectly, for a possible total of 10 poj.nts.
Game plav. Each student will be evaluated. in gane pIay.
The instructor will rate each studentrs performanee on a
scale from 1-10. when rating each student, the j-nstructor
shortd evaluate the studentts basic skiIls, position of play
and awareness of team strategies.
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Student Score Sheet
Name
Method of Scorine ( 16 points)
Drop kick
Penalty kick
Touchdown pass
Soceer goal
Execution Polnts
Scorlng Points
Total- Points
Conversion to Aerlal Ball (tO points)
One foot lift
Two foot lift
Rol-l up
One foot to partner
Two foot junp
Tota■ Points
Game Plav (14 points)
Total Points
Final Score
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2。
3.
Written Test
Name
Directions: Conplete questlons 1 through 5 by correctly
filling in the blank. Each correct answer is worth z polnts.
1. What is the ball called that is in the air
by a kick?
What is the tern used when a player advances
the ball with his feet?
Speed ball is a combination of what three
sports?
What are the four nethods of scoring 1n
speedball?
A touchdown pass in speedball is urorth how
Eany points?
4。
5.
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Directions: Questions 5 through 10 are nultiple choice. on
the line, write the letter of the word or phrase which best
answers or completes the question. Each correct answer 1s
worth 2 polnts.
5. A player with a caught ball may do all of
the following except:
a. run with it
b. punt it
co pass the ball
d. drop kick the ball
A player may 1ega11y:
a. use an overhead dribble
b. run lrith the ball
cr carry the ball over end line to score
d. nake two overhead dribbles 1n a row
Scoring in speedball nay be accomplished
by all of the following except:
a. field goal
b. safety
co drop kick
d. touchdown pass
7.
8.
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A ground ball is one that is:
o.. in the air as a result of a kick
b. in the air as a result of a punt
co bouncing on the ground
d. in the air as the result of a pass
When a player commits a personal foul
within his own end zone..
?.o the opponents are awarded one penalty
klck
b. the opponents are awarded two penalty
kleks
c. Any member of offended team may attempt
a kick
d. the ball is i_n play after the first
kick is attempted
Note. some of the questions on thls wrltten test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (1972) and Seaton, lelbee
and Messersmith (1974).
9.
10.
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TOUCH F00TBALIJ UNttT
Touch football is an outgrowth of regular footbalI. rt
is a team sport that will help develop body eontrol,
coordination and agility. Another value of touch football
is that it may be played with l_1ttle expense to the
participant. Toueh football will also alIow students, who
are not team nembers 1n after school activities, to reeognize
that team work and eooperation among tean mates is necessary
to score.
Table 10 indlcates the grade 1evel in which touch
football skills will be introduced (I) or reviewed (n).
Table 11 indicates specific activitles which will be used. to
praetlce skiIls.
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Behaviora■ Obipctives
Students shou■d be given the opportun■ty tO deve■op the
fo■owing behavioral objectives:
le  Students wi■l be proficient in kicking, passing and ?
catchttng ski■ls that make up the game of touch foOtba■■.
2。  Students wi■■ further deve■op speed and agi■ity.
3.  Students wi■■ improve their leve■ of physica■    i
fitness.
4。  Students wi■■ be p■aced in a colnpetitive situation  t
where quick thinking and game strategy must be app■i d.
5.  Students w■■l receve an understanding of the history
of footba■■.
6.  Students wi■l receive an understanding of the ru■es
and regu■ations of footba■■e
7.  Students w■■l apprecュate a skil■fu■ performance and
team p■ay。
8。  Students w■■l rece■ve an understanding Of Offic■ating
techniques.
Safety Prgcedl】es
The fo■■ wing safety procedures should be reviewed
before participation in touch footba■■ a d cOntinued to be
practiced throughout the unit:
1.  Students should warm up properly before participating
in touch f00tba■■。
2。  Ensl17e that fie■d is free of a■■ debris before p■ay。
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3. students will receive instruction on how to fa1l
properly, with tgrass drillsr as part of warm-up.
4. Proper techniques of blocking and touching will be
stressed before each class.
5. Students will- be reminded that all fumbles and free
ba1Is are ,deadr baI1s and are played from the point of
eontact with the ground.
6. students with glasses will wear protect5.ve shields.
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Tab■e 10
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Sk■■s C■assification
General Specifie 9 10 12
Blocking Run
Pass
Down field
Review all skills
?
?????
R R R
Kicking Kick―off
Extra point
Punting
Review a■■ sk ■s
??
?
R R R
Passlng Review fundamentals
Type of pattern
Drop back
RolI out
f,ateral
Review patterns
工
I
工
I
I
R
R R R
Receivlng Review fundanentals
Type of patterzr
Revlew patterns
??
?
R R R
Ba■l
Carrying
Review frrndanentals
Following bloeker
Changing direction
EXehanging ball
Reviev'r all skiIls
I
I
工
工
R R R
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Tab■e 10 (continued
Ski■■s Classificatlon
General Specific 9 10 12
Stance frineman
Back field
Wide receiver
Review all skiIls
?
?ー?
ー
R R R
Centering Quarterback in close
Quarterback 1n shot gun
Revlew all skills
???
R R R
Defensive
Play
Rev■ew fundamenta■s
Team reaction/coordinatiOn
Formation
Review a■■ ski■■s
?
????
?
R R R
Offens■ve
P■ay
Review nrnning and passing
fornation
Kick-off /return formati on
Review all ski11s
???
???
R R R
P■ay
Deve■opment
Review team huddles
Review signal calling
Play and strategy
???
???
Game Play Intercl-ass play
Interelass/intraelass play
I R
I R
0fficiatlng Rules and regulations
Posltioning
Officiate game
I R
??
ー
?
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Tab■e 10 (continued
Ski■■s Classification
General Speeific 9 10 12
Evaluation Ski■s test
Written test
I
I
? ?
?
?
?
?
Note. (f) and (n) indicates the grade 1evel in whlch
specific skil-ls will be introduced or reviewed.
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Equipnent
Ihe following is a list of available equipment:
12 footballs
48 scrirnnage vests
12 cones
2 whistles
1 rule book
50 study sheets
Specific Unit Aetivities
Activity 1
The instructor will explain and demonstrate proper
passing and reeeiving teehniques. students will then divide
into equal groups. Each group will then forn a line, with a
group leader, 1O yards in front of the 1ine. The leader will
pass the ball to each member of the group who wi11, in turn,
pass the ball back to the leader.
Activity 2
The instructor will explain and demonstrate the lineman,
back fieId, sp11t end, and defensive stances. students will
then forn a line. 0n comnand of tdown-set-gor from the
i.nstructor, students will get 4own and set in their stanee.
0n re., students will sprint 5 yards. This procedure will
be followed for all types of stances.
ActiviSy 3
The instructor will explaln and demonstrate blocking
techniques. rt should be stressed that students must block
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above the waj-st with elbows in, ean only block their opponent
1n front, and may never use their feet to bloek. students
will then divide into two lines facing their partner. on
eommand from the instructor, students will- lraetice blocking
technlques.
Actigitv 4
The objeet of forward pass drlve is to pass the ball
over the oponents goal 1ine. play is started. by passing the
ball to the opponent from the 35 yard l-ine. rf the ball is
caught, the reeeiver takes five steps forward and passes the
ball as far as he ean. rf the ball 1s not caught, it 1s
passed from the retrieval- spot. Each time the bal1 erosses
the goal line of an opponent, that tean receives 1 point.
Proper passi-ng and reeeiving techniques should be stressed.
Activitv 5+
Punt back is played similarly to pass drive, except the
ball is punted. proper punting and eatching techniques
should be stressed by the instructor (Mason, 19r5r p. 345).
Activitv 5
Employing all the baslc skilIs of toueh footbal_l-, a game
of bee ball will be played. The game begins by a kickoff
from mld fieId. The ball must travel 10 yards. After the
klekoff, the ball may be caught, passed, kickedr or ru,.
when the balr is punted over the eross bars and between the
uprights of the goal post, 1 point is scored.. when the ball
is passed and received past the end. Iine, J points are
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scored. when a student runs the balr over the end 1ine, 2
points are scored (Mason, 1935r p. 345).
Acjivity J
The instructor will divide the class lnto teams of six
players eaeh. cones will be used to mark the side lines and
end lines of a modifled field, Due to the smaller fie1d,
there will be no kickoffs or punts. Each team will have four
plays to seore a touchdown. A first down may be aehieved by
completing two forward passes in a rowo A touchdown will
count 6 points. There will be no extra points seored.
Students wil-I officiate the game. The instructor will- stress
offensive and defensj-ve strategies, rules and. regulationS.
Activltv 8
A11 phases of toueh football will be employed 1n
tournanent pIay. students will pick teams of eight players
each. Wlth student officials, teams will play in an
lnterclass tournament. The teams with the best reeord in
grades 11 and 12 will advance to an j-ntraelass tournament.
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Tab■e ll
Activities Chnrt
Specific Ski■■
Activity
1 2 う 4 5 6 7 8
Stanee X X X
Blocking X X X
Passing X X X X X
Receiving X X X X X X
Kicking X X X X
Ball carrying X X X
Centerlng X X
Defensive play X X
Offensive play X X
Game play X X
Interclass tournament X
Intraclass tournanent X
0ffieiating X X
Note. x indieates what activity introduees, or is used.
to practice, a specific skill.
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EValuatioE
Skil1s Tests
Ihe following skllIs tests are used to evaluate the
studentrs performance in touch football:
Pasjsing foI distance. The student will have three
trials throwing the football as far as possible. The best
di-stance will be reeorded (R.e,npm., 1979).
Passlns for accuraev. The student will throw 10
footballs at a target. Ba11s hitting the line are given the
higher value. The number of points will be recorded. The
circles are 2, 4 and 5 feet 1n dianeter (.A,nnpnn, 1979).
pt
2 ptsdiameters
2 3 pts
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??
?＝?
?
?
??
?
?
←
?
?
student
feet
f\-
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PwrtinA for distance. The student will have three
trials to punt the football. The longest punt will be
recorded.
Game plav. Each student will be evaluated in game p1ay.
The lnstructor will rate eaeh studentr s perforrnance on a
scale from 1-10. When rating each student, the lnstructor
should evaluate the studentrs baslc ski1Is, position of play
and awareness of team strategies.
7う
StudgnS Score Sheet
Pass 1
Pass 2
Pass 1
Pass 4
Pass 5
Pass for Distanee
-
Nane
Pass l
Pass 2
Pass う
Distance
126+
114-125
101-113
90-100
Point Va■ue
10
7
う
1
Total Score
25-30
19-24
13-18
1-12
P int Yalue
10
7
3
1
Total Score
Pass for Aecrrracy
Pass 6
PaSs 7
Pass 8
Pass 9
Pass 10
Points
Points
ITHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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Pwrt for Distance
-
Punt l
Punt 2
Punt ぅ
Distance   Po■nt value
35-40 yd       lo
29-34           7
22-28           3
10-21           1
Points
Game P■ay
Points
Tota■ Points
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Wr■tten Test
Nane
Directionss The following questions are multiple choiee.
Plaee the letter of the word or phrase, which best answers
the questionr oh the blank provided. Each correct answer is
worth three points.
1. The first lntercollegiate football game
was played in this eountry about:
a. 1850
b. 1859
c. 1875
d. 1890
In touch footbal1, a touchdown eowrts how
many points?
40 1
b.2
co 6
d.7
A11 are gane officials except:
do linesnen
b. referee
c. field judge
d. unpire
2。
う。
4.
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The penalty for offsides is:
d. loss of down
b. 5 Yards
c. 10 yards
d. 15 yards
A field goal couats:
a. 1 point
b. 2 points
c. 4 points
d. 1 Points
The term best associated with toueh
football is:
a. hit and run
b. hook slide
c. button hook
d. double fault
When the ball is fumbled it is ruled that
the ball:
a. is a dead ball and kept by the
offensive tean
b. is a dead ball and goes to the
defensive team
c. is a free ball and goes to the team
that recovers
d. the ball is put back in play by a punt
5。
6.
7。
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8。 When eatcirlng a ball above your head,
your thumbs should poi-nt:
a. out
b. up
c. down
d. in
A forward pass that travels ehiefly 1n
lateraL dlreetlon and is thrown 1ow is
a. flat pass
b. shovel pass
co flag pass
d. down and out pass
When numbering the offensive holes for
diagram purposes, the hole between the
center and the left guard 1s nurnber:
O,o 5
b.4
c. 3
d. 2
9。 ???
?
10.
Note. some of the questions on this written test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (1972) and Seaton, lelbee
and lviessersmith (l9t q) 
.
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FIED HOCKEY UNIT
Field hockey is an excellent gane to develop eye-hand.
coordination, agi11ty, endr:rance, and body eontrol. It
requires eonsiderable praetlce to master proper ball eontrol
in fielding, passing, dribbling, and shooting the ba11.
tr'ield hockey is an excellent unit to para11e1 the speedball
or touch football unit.
Table 12 lndieates the grade leve1 1n which field hockey
ski1ls will be introduced (f) or reviewed (A). Table 13
indieates specific activities which w111 be used to practiee
ski11s.
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Belavioral Objectives
students should be gj.ven the opportunity to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. students will further develop agility, coord.ination,
balanee, speed, endurance, and aggressiveness when
participating 1n field hoekey.
2. students wiLl fr.rrther develop strength 1n legs and.
arms.
3. students will develop a competitive spirit and liking
for team pfay.
4. students will develop an understanding of player
positioning and tean stratery.
5. Students will develop field hockey skills.
5. students will develop an understanding of field
hoekey rul-es, regulations and hJ-story.
7. students will be able to offieiate a field hockey
game.
8. students will learn the importance of the care and
use of field hoekey equj-pment.
Safety Procedures
The following safety proceduree should be reviewed
before partieipation in field hoekey and continued. to be
practiced throughout the unit:
1. The field will be cleared of all debrls.
2. Students will warm up foperly before p1ay.
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3. Field hockey sticks nay not be raised above the
shoulder.
4. Students nay never hit the ball on the fly.
5. Students should use only the flat side of the stj-ck.
5. Students will be warned of the dangers of bunching
up during play.
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Table 12
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classifieation
General Specific 9 10 12
Dribbling Grip on stick
Carrying of stick
Footwork
frOOSe
工
I
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Drives Left
Straight
Right
????? ???
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
?
Passes Push
Reverse stick push
FI1ck
Seoop
Sweep
I
I
I
工
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Fielding Receiving from front
Receiving fron sides
Receiving from behind
Hand stop
I
工
工
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Tackles Stra■ght
■eft hand lunge
Reverse stick
」ab
工
工
工
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
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Table 12 (continued
Ski■■s C■assification
General Specific 9 10 12
Dodges Push to right
Pu11 to left
lift
Reverse
I
I
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
0ffensive
Play
hinciples of attack
Through pass
Trlangular pass
Play at defensive
striking' circle
Play at mid-field
Play at offensive
striking clrele
????
??????
???
??????
?
?
??
?
?????
??
????
?
?
?
?
??????
?
???????
?
???
?
????
?
??
????
?
Defensive
Play
Marking and coverJ-ng
Forward tackling
Defense 1n defensive eirele
Defense at mid-fie1d
Defense at offensive cirele
I
I
I
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Positlons Offenslve and defensive
duties of each posltion 工 R R R
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Tab■e 12 (continued)
Note. (I) and (R) j_ndicates the grade leve1 in which
specifie ski1ls will be introdueed or reviewed.
Ski■■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 12
Goal Keeping The clear
lunge stop
Stopping aerial bal1s
Use of stick
Playing penalty strokes
工
I
I
工
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Fornations 3-3-4
4-2-4
??? ?
?
?
?
?
?
Set Plays Push in
tr'ree hits
Corner shots
Zonal defense
Btt11y
I
I
I
I
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Offieiating Know all rules/positioning I R
Evaluation Ski■s test
Written test
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
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Equipment
The followj-ng is a list of available equipment:
12 field hockey ba1ls
24 field hockey sticks
2 field hockey goals and nets
24 sets shin guards
2 sets goal keeper pads and gloves
50 study sheets
Specific Unit Activities
ActigiSv 1
Students will move as fast as they ean in the direction
that the instructor polnts. The instructor will emphasize
the positioning of the stick when commandlng right, 1eft,
forward, and back dj-rectlons.
Activily 2
Students will- dribble in and out of the eones and back
to thelr Iine. 0n the first time through, students will use
only their left hand, The second time, students will use
both hands. the i-nstructor will stress proper body
positioning dr:ring both exereises (Barnes , 1975r p. 15r).
cones
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Activity I
students will form a shuttle formation, with one colunn
to the right of the other. using the push pass, students
will pass the ball to each other. The instructor will stress
the proper methods of passing and reeeiving. students wilr
al-so change Llnes enabling them to praetice passes from right
and left side (Barnes, 1979, p. 153).
x
x
x
-"tl
x
x
x
Aetivltv 4
students w111 line up 1n the shuttle formation. The
lines should be separated as far as posslble. A chair will
be placed between the 1ines. The first student dribbles up
to the ehair, performs a right dodge and drives the balr to
the first student in the opposite Iine. That student will
dribble to the chair, perform a left dodge and drive the ball
to the opposite line. After the dri-ve, the students will go
to the end of the opposite l-ine (Barnes , 1976r p. 154).
x
xiehalr P->t
xX 
- 
student
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Activitv 5
The student with the ball will dribble toward his/her
partner who, j-n turn, will attempt a straight tackle. The
students wilL then exchange plaees. Following this, students
w111 praetiee other types of taekles. ?roper technlques
should be stressed by the instruetor.
Aetivity 5
students will divide into equal teans of six players and
play half field games. hoper positioning and team strategy
will be stressed for all game si-trratlons. students wilr
officiate these games.
Activitv 7
students will divide into equal teams and play 1o-minute
games. Student officials will be used and the instructor will
keep team records.
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Tab■e 13
Activities Chart
Specific Ski■■
Activity
1 2 う 4 5 6 7
Dribbling X X X X X
Passing X X X X
Drives X X X X
tr'ielding X X X
Tackles X X X X
Dodges X X X
Offenslve play X X
Defensive play X X
Positions X X
Goal keeping X X
Formatlons X
Set plays X X
0ffi ciating X X
Evaluation
Sk■■s Tests
The following skil1s tests are used to
studentr s performanee in field hockey:
Drivlng. The student will drive ba11s
20 feet. The student will have 10 trials.
the eones will be scored the higher vaIue.
spaced 6 feet apart.
evaluate the
at targets from
Ba■s that hit
The cones ATe
student
Passlng. The stud.ent will pass ba1ls at atarget.
student must remain in rnotion while passing. BaLls that
the cones will be scored the higher value.
?
??
?
???
??
?
?
Instructor
|
|
15-一●l ptO
ノ
′
′
′
′「
159
う pts・  2 pts・
89
student
20'
1
2
1
?
?????
1
pt
pt
′ ′´
′ ′
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Gane pIav. Each student will be evaluated in gane p1ay.
The instructor will rate each studentts perfornance on a
scale from 1-1o. when rating each student, the instructor
should evaluate the studentts basie skilIs, position of play
and awareness of team strategles.
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Student Score Sheet
Name
Drlvine
Seore i 2 =
Pass■ng
Score * J =
Qame P■av
Possib■e 20 points
Points
Points
Points
Tota■ Points
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Wr■tten Test
Na$e
Direetions: Questions 1 through 10 are true and faIse. If
the answer is true, wri-te true in the blank provided. rf the
answer is faLse, wrlte false in the blank provided. Each
correct answer is worth 3 points.
1.
2.
Each goal counts 1 point.
Height of the student governs the length
of stiek used.
The proper position for receiving a pass
fron behind, is facing the pass.
A sound defense has one player in a
covering positlon.
The principtre responsibility of the wing
on attack is feeding and setting up shots.
In practiee, it is best to exeeute
technlques from a standing posltion.
It is considered a good technique to hit
the ball in the air.
0n all eorner shots, the forward must
attempt to stop the ball before making a
p1ay.
To be offside, one must be in the
opponentrs half of the fieId.
5.
6.
う.
4.
7。
8。
9。
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10。 The whist■e shou■d beblown lmmedlately
after a foul.
s!s. Some of the guestlons on thls wrltten test were
modified from liase and Rosensteln (1972) and Seaton, leibee
and Messersmith (1974).
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ARCHERY UNIT
Archery is an activity that ean be enjoyed by people of
all ages. This enjoyment may take the form of hunting,
fishing or tournament shooting.
In this unit, the student will be introduced to the
basic skil-Is of shooting and seoring. The instructor and
students should be very safety conscious drrring this unit.
Table 14 indieates the grade level- in whlch archery
skills w111 be introduced (f) or reviewed (n). Table 15
indieates specific aetivltles which will be used to praetlee
ski11s.
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Behavioral Objectives
students should be given the opportwrity to deverop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. Students will develop the basic ski11s of archery.
2. Students will improve posture through the development
of chest, arn and back strength.
,. Students will develop depth perception and control.
4. Students will develop patience and consideration of
others.
5. Students will develop an interest in arehery as a
reereational aetivity and lifetj-me s1nrt.
5. students will acquire a knowledge and application of
safety rules.
7. Students will develop a knowledge of parts of
equipnent.
8. students wilL develop an understanding of the nethod
of scoring.
Safety Proeedures
The following safety procedr:res should be revlewed
before participation in arehery and eontinued to be practiced.
throughout the r.rnit:
1. Students should nock and retrleve arrows on
instructors command onlyo
2. students should be instructed to never draw a bow
without an arrow 1n 1t.
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,. Students should be i-nstructed to wear protective arm
guards and finger tabs at all times.
4. Students should be warned to never step across the
shooting line to retrieve a fa1Ien bow.
5. Students should be cautioned to always alm the arrow
at the target.
6. Students should be instructed to be courteous to
others when they are shootlng.
7. Students should never use frayed bow strings.
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Tab■e 14
Ski■■ 0■assification Chart
Ski■s Classifi cation
General Specifi c 10 12
Shooting Flnger
Bracing and unstringing bow
Stance 
- 
address target
Nocking the arrow
Drawing
Anchor point
Aim: point of alm
sight on bow
Release
Fo1low through
Perfeetlon in:
skill and form
20 yards
30 yards
40 yards
!0 yards
50 yards
I
工
工
I
I
工
I
I
I
工
工
工
工
R
R
R
R ?
?
?
Retrieval of
Arrows
From the target
From the ground
??
?
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TabLe 14 (continued)
Ski■■s Classificatlon
General Specific 10 12
Advanced
Shootlng
Modified Chicago round
Colunbia round
Ameri can rowrd
Natlonal round
???
?
?
?
Evaluation Sk■■s test
Written test
??? ?
?
?
?
?
&E. (f) and (n) indlcates the grade 1evet in whlch
specifie skil1s will be introdueed or revj-ewed.
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Eouipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
24 bows of various slzes
8 quivers
4 dozen arrows
8 target stands
8 archery targets 
- ,6"
8 archery target faces 16"
8 archery targets 48n
8 archery target faces 
- 48n
Speciflc Unit Activities
Activitv 1
Students will shoot a uodj-fied Chieago rowrd, which
consists of six flights of five arrows at a 36t, target 20
yards in distance. This distance nay be noved up to 1O yards
if the students are not aehieving suceess'. At this distance,
the instructor should stress the fwrdamentals of shooting.
Aetivity ?
Students will shoot a Colunbia round, which consists of
24 arcovs at a 48tr target 70 yards in distance. As the
students achieve success, the distance of the target may be
increased to 40, then 50, yards. The instructor should
stress alning and correcting the flight of the arrow (la.tpm,
1g7g).
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Activity 5
Students will shoot an Ameriean round, whieh eonsj-sts of
30 arrows at a 4Srrtarget 4Or 50 and 50 yards in distanee.
As student proficieney lncreases, the dlstance should also be
inereased.
Activity 4
Students will shoot a National round, whieh eonsists of
24 arrows from 50 yards, and 48 amows from 50 yards, at a
48tt target.
Tab■e 15
Activities Chart
Specific Ski11
Activity
1 2 3 4
Review shooting ski11s X X X X
Advaneed shooting X X
Retrieval of arrows X X X X
Ng!g. X indicates what aetivity introdueesr or 1s used
to practi-ee, a speclfic skl1I.
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Evaluation
Ski11s Tests
The following skilIs tests are used to evaruate the
studentr s performance 1n archery: (a) students in grade 10
will shoot from ranges of 20, 30 and 40 yards and (u) students
in grades 11 and 12 will shoot frorn ranges of 3O, 40 and 60
yards. In all tests, students will shoot two rounds from
each distance, with the best round cowrting.
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Student Score Sheet
Name
Shoo_Llne from 20/30 Yards
Points for Round l
Points for Round 2
Points for Round l
Points for Round 2
Points for Round l
Points for Round 2
Best Round
Best Round
Shooting frOm ぅo/40 Yards
Best Rol】nd
Shooting from 40/60 YardS
Score
Seore
Score
Total Score
Divide total score by 145 for pereent grade
Written Test~
Directions: For
bow part on the
worth 2 polnts.
1.
questi-ons 1 through
eorresponding blank.
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5, write the name of the
Eaeh eorrect answer is
Name
?
?
4。
5。
?
?
?
Dlrections: For
the arrow part on
answer is worth 2
6.
questions 6 through
the corresponding
points.
10, unrite the name of
blank. Eaeh eorrect
10.
Direetions: Questions 11 through 20 are modified true and
false. If the answer is false, wri-te the word or phrase
that will eorrect the statement on the blank. If the answer
is true, write true in the blank. Each correet answer is
worth 1 point.
Arehery was first used for hunting and
was changed lnto a weapon for war by the
&x.p!ians'.
11.
top1 i\
ヽ
12。
13.
14。
15。
16.
17.
18.
19.
20。
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An Ameriean rowrd consists of shootlng
ft arrows from various distanees.
An archerrs tackle is the carrying ease
for his arrows.
An arrow that passes completely through
the target will- eount E@.
Blue 1s the eolor assigned to the eenter
of the target,
An areher EX, retrieve his arrows
immediately after completing a round.
An arrow that cuts the dividing line
between two coLors is given the lower
value.
Your dominant eye should be open to the
target when shooting.
When packing the arrow, the bow should be
held vertical to the ground.
A11 six arrows in the red would glve you
a perfect seore of 124.
Note. some of the questions on this wrltten test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, Leibee
and Messersmith (l9l q).
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VOLEYBAL UNIT
The game of vol1eyba11 ean be played as a highly
eompetitive activity at the olympic 1eveI, to a pick-up
game, with players of varied skiIIs, on a sandy beach. rt
is a challenglng game with carry-over values whj-ch may be
enjoyed for a life time.
Table 16 lndicates the grade leveL in whieh vo1Ieyba11
skills wlfl- be introdueed (I) or reviewed. (n). Table 17
indlcates specifie activities which will be used to practice
skil-l-s.
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Behavloral 0b.i eetives
students should be given the opportunity to develop the
following behavloral objectives:
1. students will learn to play the garDe of voI1eyba11.
2. students will develop eoordination and reactions.
1. students will develop ski1I and proficiency so that
vo1IeybaI1 may be enjoyed as a leisure time activity.
4. students will develop a knowledge of the history of
vol1eyba11.
5. Students will develop a knowledge of vo11eybal1
rules and regulations.
6. Students will learn to understand the strategy of
coordinated team p1ay.
7. students will develop a knowledge and wrderstandlng
of the techniques of officiatlng.
8. Students wilL learn to appreciate ski1lful
performa[ceso
Safety Ef.ocedures
The following safety proeedures should be revlewed
before participation in volleyba11 and eontj-nued to be
practiced throughout the writ:
1. Proper positioning should be taught to avoid
collisions.
2. A dead ball should be returned by rolling the ball
wrder the net.
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1. Students should have proper warm-up period before
play.
4. A11 nets and stands should be properly secured.
5. Students must have proper gym attire.
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Tab■e 16
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classifieati-on
General Specific 9 10 12
Serving Underhand-hee1, open palm
Underhand-fist
Side-arm
Overhand
Windni11, spins, curves
I
工
I
I
R
R
R
R ?
?
?
Passing Reeelving serve
Two-handed overhead
Dig
Net recovery
Set-up
Bump pass
Back to net overhead
I
I
I
I
工
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
工 R
Spike Spike shot I R
B■ock ???????
?
?
? man
man
工 R
I R
RotationClockwise
ttztt, three U-nes
??? ? ? ?
?
0ffense Set-up and spike
Passing
Pass, set-up and spike
Serving strategy
Attack patterns
????? ??
??
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
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Tab■e 16 (continued
Ski■■s C■assification
General Specific 9 10 12
Defense Blocking
Position play
Serve, defensive position
Spike, defensJ-ve position
工
?
? R
R
I
I
R
R
R
R
0fficiating Know rules/regulations
Officiate game
I R ?
?
?
Tournaments Interclass I R R R
Evaluation Ski■s test
Written test
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
Iiote. (f ) and (n) indicatee the grade 1evel in whieh
speeifle ski1ls will be lntroduced. or revlewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
8 vo11eybal1 nets and stands
12 vo11eyba11s
1 rule book
80 study sheets
Specific Unit Activities
Acti_vity 1
Students, with a partner across the net, w111 praetice
the underhand and overhand serves. when the ball is served
to them, students will cateh the ball and serve it back to
thelr partner.
Activity 2
Students, with a partner a short distance away, will
praetiee the chest pass, br:mp pass and dig shots. students
shoul-d attempt to reaeh 10 volleys before a miss.
Activlty 3
With a partner, students will practice the two-hand
set-up. students will stand para11e1 to the net, facing each
other, and practice setting the ball up to their partner,
para11e1 to the net.
Activity 4
Students w111 divide into equal groups at each net.
students will form a 1ine. one student r,uil1 toss the barl in
the air for a set-up and, taking turns, the students will
practice spikes.
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X ヽ set―up man
△CtiVity_5
Students wi■■ ■ine up as in Activity
two students w■■■ be on the other s■de of
to b■ock the spikeo  Students wi■■ rotate,
be■ow, to end of ■ine。
???
″
Students
???
?
???
???
?
?
? In additlon,
net attempting
diagrammed
イ
spiker
0000Z students??ー
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
― set_up
net
Aetivity 5
Students will be plaeed 1n groups of
passes the ball to student 2 who sets up
spike. Students rotate counter elockwise
played each posltion.
three.
student
until
Student
lfora
they have
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Activity 7
Students will play a modified game. Students will have
as many hits as needed to return the ball over the net. The
ball may also be played off a bounee. At this time, the
instructor will stress proper teehnlques, positioning,
rotatlon, and team p1ay.
Activity 8
Playing regulation vo11eyba11, the class will be divided
lnto eight even teams. Games will be played best two out of
three to 15 points. Teams w111 rotate daily. Students who
are unable to participate will be offieials.
Tab■e 17
Activities Chart
Specifie Ski11
Activlty
1 2 う 4 5 6 7 8
Serving X X
Passlng X
Spiking X X X X
Blocking X X
Types of shots X X
Rotation X X
Team play X X
Tournament X
Officiating X
Note. X indicates what aetivity iatroducee, or ls used
to praetlee, a specifie skiL1.
??
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Evgluation
Ski11s_Iests
The following skills tests are used to evaluate the
studentr s performance 1n vo11eyba11:
vollevine. A horizontal chalk line is drawn on the
wa1l 5 feet in length aad 1 1 feet 6 lnches from the fIoor.
Yertical lines, extending upward, are drawn at the end.s of
the horizorrtal 1ine. fhe studentts score is the number of
successful volleys in 1 ninute, 50 volleys naxj_num
(Brady, 1955).
59
?
?
?
?
―??
,|,16
servlng. rn this test, the student i-s given the scores
as indj-cated. A ball landing on the line is seored to the
h-igher value. let serves are served over. Foot vaults count
zero. Students will be given 10 serves for a posslble score
of 50 polnts (Russe11 & lange, 1954).
net
?
?
?
??
?
?
2 4
53
2 4
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Student Scgre Sheet
V9■eying for One Minute
Volleys     ヱQ■nt旦
40-50        20
30-39        16
20-29        12
10-19         8
1-9    4
Total Points
Serving
Serves      PO■nts             serves
40-50        20        1            6
30-39        16        2_      7.
20-29        12        3            8
10-19        8       4_____…9-
1- 9        4       5_    lQ
Tota■ Points
Name
2.
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Written Test
Name
Directions: Questions 1 through 10 are true and false. rf
the answer is true, write true in the bIank. rf the questlon
is false, write the word or phrase that will correet the
statement on the b1ank. correct only those portlons of the
statement that are underlined. Each eorreet answer is worth
2 points.
1. seore points on
the th直rd hit the ba■l must
a side, but on
travel over
the net.
A game conslsts of 21 polnts.
over the net forA b■ocker cann t reach
any reason.
Hitting the ball with the fist is the nost
effective way of spiking.
Any player may 1ega11y spike the ball on
any given p1ay.
A team should play an opponentrs weakness.
A served ball that hits the net and lands
in the proper service area is taken over.
A eommon fault in vo1leyba11 is for the
front line to play too elose to the net.
Only the serving tean can
any given p1ay.
A ball may be hit twiee by
?
?
5。
6.
?
?
?
9。
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10. Vo11eyba11 was originated in the United
States by the YMCA.
Directions: In questions 11 through 15t indieate the decision
in the following situations uslng P for point, SO for side out,
L for 1ega] or play eontinues, and R for serve over. Do not
assume any condltions other than those stated. Each correet
answer is worth 2 points.
11.
12.
1U.
14.
15.
0n the servlce, the ball touches the net
but land s on the bor.rnd.ary l-1ne of the
receiving teamrs court.
A player on the receiving team spikes the
ball before it erosses the net.
0n the second contact by the receiving team,
the ball is hit into the net so that the net
touehes a player on the opposing team.
The server tosses the ball into the air as
he executes an underhand serve.
A ball returned by the receiving team
crosses the net outside the marker and hits
the floor inside the opponents eourt.
Note. some of the questions on thls written test were
modlfied from Hase and Rosenstei-n (1972) and Seaton, leibee
and Messersmlth (l9l+).
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BASKETBALL UNIT
Basketball is a game that nay be played with very
limited equipment. The game presents an opportunity to
teach skiIIs, coordlnatlon, ag11ity, speed, and body control.
Basketball is an exeellent recreational activity.
In this unit, the instructor will revlew a1I sk11ls and
technlques learned previously, and also introduce new skirrs.
Table 18 indieates the grade 1eve1 in whleh basketball
skills w111 be introduced (f ) or revj-ewed (n). Table 19
indieates specific actlvitles which will be used to practlee
ski11s.
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Behavi oral 0b.i ecti-ves
students should be given the opportunity to d.evelop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. students will develop basketball skiI1s, and the
introduction of new skills will be conti_nued.
2. Students will develop timing, speed and iroprove
hand-eye coordination.
3. Stud.ents will develop and. stiuulate proper attitud.es
and 1dea1s, as a member of a team, both in group and soeial
situatlons.
4. Students will become profleient in playing basketball
under eonpetitive situations.
5. students will receive an over-aIl gain toward total
fitness.
5. students will acquire a knowledge of the origln and
history of basketball.
7. Sttldents will develop a knowledge and understanding
of the rules and regulations of basketball.
8. students will be able to officiate a basketball game.
Safety Proeedr:res
The following safety procedures should be revlewed.
before participation j-n basketball and contj-nued to be
practiced throughout the unlt:
1. Drsure that court is free of all debris. Make srre
eourts are dry and surrounding obstructions are properly
padded.
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2. students should have proper warn-up period before
play.
7. Students must have proper gym attire.
4. strietly enforce all rules pertaining to personal
fouls which nay oecur during gane p1ay.
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Tab■e 18
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s C■assification
General Specifie 9 10 12
Ba■ Hand■ing
Pass■ng
Revlew baslc ski1ls
Hook pass
One hand overhead
Two hand overhead
Passing dri1ls
I
工
I
I
I R R
Catching Review basic ski11s I
Drlbbling Review basic skiLls
Dribble and fake
Dribble and pivot
Dribbling dri11s
工
工
R
工
工
R R R
Shooting lay up
Driving 1ay up
let shot
Foul shot
Hook shot
Shooting driIIs
工
I
I
I
I
工 R R R
Individual
Defense
Revi-ew baslc stance
and movement
Rebounding techniques
Switching defense
工
??
???
R R
Individual
0ffense
Review basic skil-Is
Sereen and ro11
I
I
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Table 18eontlnued
Ski■s C■assification
General Specific 9 10 12
Team Defense Review man-for-man
7-one defenses
I R
工 R
Team Offense Revlew man-for-man
l-one offenses
I R
工 R
Tournaments One―on―one
Team
?
???
?
?
? ?
?
?
0fficiating Rules and regulations
Offieiate game
工 R
? ?
?
?
Evaluation Ski■■s test
Written test
?
?
? ? ?
?
Note. (I) and (n) lndicates the grade leve1 in which
specifie skiUs ryi1l be introduced or reviewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
8 basketballs
4 scrimmage vests
8 cones
2 whistles
1 rule book
80 study sheets
5 backboards
5 basketball nets
6 basketball hoops
Specifie Unit Aetivities
Activity 1
After reviewing proper dribbling techniques, the
instructor will divide the class into equal 1ines. students
will dribbl-e the ball to a designated line, and baek to their
own, handing the ball to the next student in line.
Activitv 2
After reviewing passing teehniques, students will divide
lnto equal lines. With a leader 10 feet away, students w111
line up and face the leader. The leader will then pass the
ball to eaeh member in his group who wi11, in turn, pass the
ball back to the leader. The chest pass, bounce pass and one
hand bounce pass wilL be practlced in this dr111.
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O < 
students
0
o <- 10, 
---5, x< 
leader
0
0
Activity 3
students w1l-l divide into equal groups and split up into
two lines at each basket. One line will shoot and. the other
line will rebound. The shoots to be practieed are d.riving
lay-up, one hand set shot, two hand set shot, and the jump
shot. After shooting or reboundlng, the students w11r go to
the end of the opposite Iine.
Activity 4
The teams l-ine up at the opposlte end of the eourt from
the goal. At the slgnal, the first player advances by
dribbling the ball and fol-lowing all the rules governing
dribbling. Upon reachlng the goa1, he attempts to score.
The student must make a basket before he 1s allowed to dribble
back to the line and hand the ball to his team mate. One
point is scored for each basket made. One point is scored for
proper dribbling techniques. The team wlth the h:ighest seore
wins (Mason, 1935r p. 213).
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Activitv 5
The teans line up at the opposite end of the court from
the goa1. at the signal, the first two players fron eaeh
team run toward the goa1, passlng the ball baek and forth and.
following proper passing techniques. When the goal 1s
reached, both players must make a basket before returni-ng to
their line. Each basket nade is seored 'l point. proper
passing techniques will score 1 point. fhe tean that
finishes with the highest seore is the winner. Relay will
continue until all types of passes have been reviewed.
Activitv 5
students will line up at the foul line in front of each
basket. when the signal is given, the first player j_n each
line will attempt a shot from the for:l 1ine. rf the student
1s successful, he is awarded a lay-up. The student will then
pass the ball to the next tearo mate in line. Eaeh long shot
will be scored 2 polnts. Each 1ay-up will be scored 1 polnt.
The first team to reach 21 points is the wlnner. The game
may be restrieted to a specifie shot from the foul Iine. The
instructor should stress proper shooting teehniques for foul
shots and Iay-ups.
Aetivitv 7
The class will be divided into teams of three. plaee an
equal nunber of teams at each basket. A tearnr or teamsr Dey
have to sit out. Play games of for.rr baskets. The first team
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to score four baskets 1s the winner and stays on eourt to
play the next team. The instructor should stress proper
man-to-man defense and offense play.
Activity 8
Cl-asses will be dlvided into teams and play an
interclass tournament. The instructor w11] keep a won-loss
record. At the end of the schedule, the team wlth the best
class record wilL advance to the intraclass tournament. This
will be a double elimination tournament. Games may be played
at the teamr s convenlenee.
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Tab■e 19
Activities Chart
Specific Ski■■
Acti vity
2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Handling/Pass X
Catchlng X
Drlbbling X X
Sho oting X X X X X
工ndiv。―Off/Def X X
Team―Off/Def X X
Tournaments X X
0fficiating X X
Note. .x indicates what aetivity introduces s or ls used
to practice, a epeeific skll1.
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Evaluation
Ski11s Tests
The followlng skilLs tests are used to evaluate the
studentr s performanee in basketball:
I-,ay ups. The student will shoot 10 fay ups from each
side of the basket, for a total of 20 polnts. students w111
be awarded 1 point for each basket (Johnson, 1979r p. 281).
Chest pass for aecuracv. The student will pass 10 ball_s
at the target. The number of points will be reeorded. Balls
hitting the line will be given the higher va1ue.
1pt
2 pts
3 ptsdlameters18:1
35"
54"
??
??
ー?
?
??
??
＝?
?
student
feet
Drlbb1ine. The student will dribble
eones, in a line, spaced eight feet apart.
minus the tlme 1n seeonds for the student
cireuit (Johnson, 1979r p. 281).
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the ball around six
Seoring is 50,
to complete the
cones
Game play. Each student will be eval_uated in game p1ay.
The instructor will rate each s tudentr s performanee on a
scale from 1-',l0. when rating each student, the instructor
should evaluate the studentrs basie skil1s, position of pray
and awareness of team strategies.
11'
Student Seore Sheet
Name
],ay Ups (10 points)
Total-Score *2= Polnts
Chest Pass (10 points)
Total Score            = う =    PO■nts
Dribbl-ine (1O points)
Time 1-9 10-18 19-19 3O-4O
Score76810
Points
Game Play (10 potnts) Points
Tota■ Points
1r4
Written Test
Name
Direetlons: Questions 1 through 10 are modified true and
false. If the answer is true, write true in the blank
provided. If the answer is faIse, write the word or phrase
that will eorrect the statement on the blank. Correct only
those portions of the statement that are underlined. Each
correet answer is worth 2 points.
1. Basketball was originated by Janes
Nalsnith in the year 1892.
The first nenr s institution of higher
learning to play basketball was IAI.9.,
The game i-s played j-n two. 20 nj-nute
halves for co1Iege.
Boxing out is an i11eeaI backboard
maDeuver.
The .iump shot is eredited with being the
oldest method of shootj-ng.
Uhen dribbU-ng, the player should keep
his eyes on the baI1.
A good fast break originates with good
reboundi-ng.
Avoid crossing your feet when noving
latera]lv on defense.
2。
3。
4.
5.
6。
7.
8.
9。
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Against a tight man-for-man defense,
utilize screens and quick euts.
After a basket has been made, the ball is
put into play by a jump baI1.
Directions: Questions 11 through 15 are mul_tip1e choice.
0n the 1ine, write the letter of the word or phrase that
best completes or answers the questlon.
11. Whieh type of shot should a right handed
shooter have his right foot forward?
a. one-hand set
b. junp shot
c. hook
d. 1ay up
Which is not a technical foul?
a. tripping
b. delay of game
c. unsportsmanlike conduct
d. i11ega1 entry
The terrn rrcorner manrt refers to the:
d. guard
b. center
c. forward
d. none of the above
12.
10.
1う 。
14.
15.
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A two-handed bounce pass should meet the
recei-ver near his:
?.. chest
b. waist
co head
d. shooting hand
A zone press not commonly used is the:
4. 1-2-2
b. 1-3-1
c. 1_1_1
d. 2-1-2
NgE. Some of the questions on this wrltten test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (1972) and Seaton, lelbee
and Messersmlth (197 4).
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SQUARE DANCE UNIT
square dancing has been popular since early cor-onial
days. square daneing requires skiII, physieal and mental
alertness, quick reaetion, poise, and eontrol. rhls form of
danclng can be enjoyed for a lifetime. square dancing ean
be as sinple or as conplex as desired.
Table 20 indicates the grade 1evel in which square
dancing skills will be introduced (f) or reviewed (n).
Table 21 indieates specifie actlvities vlhieh will be used to
practice skiIIs. Table 22 indicates the list of records
used to practiee skiI1s.
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Behavioral Ob.i ectives
students should be given the opportunlty to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. students will becone profieient in performing basie
and advaneed square dances.
2. Students will develop an j_nterest in dance as a
recreatlonal and soclal activity with carry over value.
,. Students will receive a knowledge of square dance
terminologyr noves and history.
4. Students will wrderstand the inportanee of soeial
etJ-quette in dance.
5. Students will appreeiate skilled rhythmic movernent.
Safety Procedures
The following safety procedures should be reviewed
before participation in squaxe danclng and contlnued to be
practlced throughout the unit:
1, Students may wear every day clothing for this unit;
however, they must vrear sneakers to partleipate.
2. Students should not wear jewelry, espeelally bracelets
and long necklaees.
7. Students should be warned against the dangers of
trough houslngr, especlally swinging too fast or high.
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Tab■e 20
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 12
Elementary
Basics
Cirele
Do-s1-do
ladies chain
Four ladies chaln
Ladies chain rt or left
Promenade
Allemande left
Grand right and left
Weave the rlng
tr'orward and baek
Right and left through
Heads or sides
Star
Star pronenade
I
工
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
工
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
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Tab■e 20 (continued
Ski■■s Classifieation
General Specifie 9 10 12
Interrnediate
Basi.cs
Pass through
California twirl
Dive through
Cross trail through
Dixle chain
Square dance through
Star through
Box the gnat
Left square through
工
I
工
I
I
I
工
I
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Advanced
Basics
Heads lead
Right cj.rcle to a line
Send the line
Double pass through
Wheel around
Ocean wave
Circu]-ate
Eight ehain through
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Evaluation Ski■■s test
Written test
?? ?
?
? ?
Note. (f ) and (R) indicates the grade level in whi-ch
specific skills will be introduced or revlewed.
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Eoulpment
The following is a list of available equipment:
1 reeord player
1 mlerophone
40 study sheets
8 square dance records
Specific Unit Activities
Activity 1
students should progress through dances from basic to
nore complex. fhe instruetor will use reeords which are
grouped from beginner to advanced. Using a group in the
c1ass, the instructor will demonstrate and explain new steps
in each dance. The class will proceed to the next dance
after suceessfully completing the steps.
Iable 21
Activities Chart
Specific Ski11
Activity
1
Dancing X
Note. X indicates what activity introducesr or is used
to practice, a specific ski11.
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Tab■e 22
Sqllnre Dance Record Chart
Ski■■ ■eve■ Record Used
Elementary Baslcs Honor YollT Partner 202, 205, 204, 205
Educationa■ 4060
Top 25003
Windsor 4415, 4814, 4405
Let's SqllnTe Dance l through 5
Internediate Baslcs Top 25007, 25132, 25107, 25137
Sets in Order 161A, 141A, Fl17A
Bogan l175, 4104, 3477
Advanced Basics Sets in Order 138A, Fl1 3A, 148
B■ue Star BS-1638-A, BS-1601-A, BS-1808
Windsor 4801, 4804, 4813
Top 25113, 25129, 25147, 25017
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Evaluation
Skil1s Tests
The following skiIls tests are used to evaluate the
studentrs performance 1n square danei-ng:
square dancing. The student will be marked objectively.
The instructor will observe eaeh student dancing and consider
the folLowing when marking:
1. Does the student r:nderstand the steps?
2. Does the student perform the steps correctly?
3. Does the student enhanee the movement of his/her set
during the dance?
4. rs the student courteous to his or her partner and
others in the group?
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Written Test
Narne
Directions3 Questions 1 through 10 are modified true and
false. ff the answer is true, r,rrite true in the blank
provided. rf the answer is false, write the word or phrase
that will correct the statenent on the bIank. correct only
those portions of the statement that are underrined. Each
correct answer 1s worth two points.
1. A squa,re dance set is nade up of four
couples,
The gentrs partner is to his 1eft.
The ladyr s corrner is to her 4!g[!.
When passiag throughr Xou should join
both hands with the opposite eouple.
The promenade is sonetimes ealled the
skating positlon.
fhe grand right and left is started by
faeing your partner.
The couple facing the music is the head
eouDle.
When all for:r ladies chain, they walk to
the center of the eircle touching left
hands.
?
?
?
?
?
5.
6.
7。
8。
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?
?
?
I enjoyed the square dance unj-t.
Square danee is a Eood social activity
and has carry over value.
Note. some of the questions on thls written test were
modlfied from Hase and Rosenstej-n (1972) and Seaton, Leibee
and lviessersmlth (l9l q) 
.
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FL00R HOCKEY UNIT
Floor hockey has beeome a very popular tean sport 1n
reeent years. rt j-s an excellent garne to develop eye-hand
coordination, agility, endurance, and body eontrol. Froor
hockey is a game where tean play and cooperation are stressed
rather than individual play.
Table 25 indicates the grade 1eveI in whieh floor hockey
skilIs will be lntroduced (r) or reviewed (n). Table 24
indieates specific activities which will be used to practice
ski11s.
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Behavioral Objectives
students should be given the opportr.rnity to develop the
following behavloral objectives:
1. students will develop eoordlnatlon, agility and I
strength. 
...
2. students will further develop reactions and quick i
thinking in ga,Ee situations.
3. students will develop a conpetltive spirit and a
liking for teann p1ay.
4. students will develop a knowledge of rules and. l:
regulations and history of floor hockey.
5. students will wrderstand positions of play and team L
strategies.
6. Students will be able to offieiate a floor hockey
8eme.
7. students w111 develop the speeific skilIs of floor
hockey.
Safetv Proeedrrres
The following safety procedures should be reviewed
before partieipation in floor hockey and continued to be
practiced throughout the unit:
1. students will check their sticks for cracks, loose
grips and loose blades.
2. The lnstructor will eonstantly caution the stud.ents
of the dangers of high sticking.
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3. students rnust have proper gym wear and sneakers for
parti eipation.
4. students will be allowed to wear knee pads and shin
guards.
5. The lnstructor will stress the importance of playing
proper posltions to avoid collisions.
6. The gym should be clear of all obstructions.
'l 
. I{ats should be placed where needed.
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Tab■e 23
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 12
Stick
Hand ling
Grip
High sticking
?
???
?
R R
Passj-ng and
Shooting
Drop pass
lift pass or shot
Sweep pass or shot
Snap pass or shot
Slap pass or shot
I
I
I
I
I
R
R
R
R
R
Game
Situations
Goalie play
Man-for-traD
3 one
Offense strategies
??
ー
???????
?
??????
??
?
????
???
0fficiating Rules
Positioning
工 R
?
?
?
Tournament Interclass play I R
Evaluation Ski■■s test
Written test
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
Notg. (r) and (n) indicates the grad.e leveI in which
specifie ski11s will be introdueed or reviewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
4 floor hockey goals
,5 floor hockey sticks
4 floor hockey pucks
1 rule book
50 study sheets
Specific Unit Activities
Actigity 1
In this drilI, the students will practice the proper
techniques of dribbling. The students will dribble the puck
around five cones spaced 10 feet apart. The str:dents wil1 go
in and out of the cones from the start l-lne to the far line
and back. Proper positioning of the body and dribbling
techniques should be stressed by the instructor.
'cones
Aetivity 2
In this dri1I, the students will practice the proper
techniques of the sweep, snap, lift, and slap passes. The
students will form two lines approximately 10 feet apart.
The students, witha partner, will pass the puck baek and
forth from the start line to the far Iine, returning to the
start 1ine. On eaeh additional turn, the students will
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practice a different pass. The instructor will stress the
techniques of each pass.
Activity 5
rn this dri1l the students will praetice the different
shots on goa1. These shots will include the 1ift, sweep,
snap, and slap. The students will form equal lines
approxirnately 15 feet in front of an empty goaI. One shot
w111 be taken at a time until all four shots have been
practieed. The instruetor will stress proper technique and
when each shot should be used.
Activity 4
fhe floor hockey court is divided lnto ha1f. The
students will divide lnto equal groups at each end of the
court. The students will play defender against one offensive
man, two offense men against one defender, two defensive men
against two offensj-ve men and finally two offensive men
against two defensive men with a goalie. Games will contlnue
until a shot on goal is attempted, defender hits puek past
nid eourt or the puek is hit out of pIay.
Acjilitv 5
The class will be divided into equal teams. The teans
will play five mlnute games. Tearns will rotate on and off
the court until each team has played one tlme. Students will
offici-ate. The instructor will stress the playing of
positions, team strategies and rules of p1ay.
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Activity 5
The class will be divided into equal teams of no less
than eight players per team. The instruetor will set up a
short schedule with 10 minute games being played. Team
records of wins, loses and ties will be kept. Student
officials will be used.
Tab■e24
Activities ChnTt
Specific Ski■■
Activity
2 3 4 5 6
Stiek handling X X X X X X
Passing X
Game sltuations X X X
0fficiating X X
Tournament X X
Dribb■ing X
Shooting X
s[g. X indicates what aetivity lntroduees, or 1s used
to practice, a specifie skil1.
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Evgluation
Ski4s Tests
The following skilIs tests are used to erraluate the
studentr s performance in floor hockey: (Johnson, 1g7gr p. zg1)
Dribbline. The student will dribble the puck around
four cones, spaced 10 feet apart, and back to starting line.
The studentrs time will be reeorded to the nearest seeond.
The highest possible score the student may aehieve is 15
points.
Passing. The student, from
pass to targets ranging in width
The student will have a total of
high point total of 15 polnts.
a line 25 feet
from 2 feet to
five shots for
away, will
5 feet.
a possible
f z 6t l.- z'{
o2 pts o 1 pts cZ pts r
25
feet
student
「
―
―
―
―
―
?
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Seoring. After reeeiving a pass from his partner, the
student will attempt to seore from 20 feet frorn the goa1.
The student will have five shots, each worth 2 points. The
student may achieve a high point total of 15 points.
H
20
feet
P?ssg- 
---_-sllggl!-a J-
Game p1ay. Each student will be evaluated j-n game p1ay.
The instructor will rate each studentr s performanee on a
scale from 1-10. lilhen rating each student, the instructor
should evaluate the studentrs basic skilIs, posltion of play
and awareness of team strategies.
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Student Score Sheet
Name
Dribb■ing
Tota■ Time    Point Va■ue         Time
passing
Total ?oints Point Yalue Pass 1
0-30
31-45
46-55
56+
10-15
7- 9
4- 6
0- う
15
12
8
4
Shot l
Shot 2
Shot 3
ShOt 4
ShOt 5
Scor■ng
Points
Pass 2
Pass 3
Pass +
Pass 5
Points
Points
Tota■ Points
??
?
?
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Wr■tten Test
Name
Directions: Define each of the following terms in questions 1
through 10. Eaeh eorrect answer 1s worth 2 points.
1. Icing
2. Tripping
3.  High sticking
4。  Off sides
5. Cboss checking
6. Clearing the puck
7. Charging
8. Interference
9. Slap shot
10. Flip or lift pass
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Directions: Questions 11 through 15 are modified true and
false questions. If the answer is true, write true in the
blank provided. If the answer is faIse, write the word or
phrase that will correet the statement on the blank.
Correct only those portions that are underlined. Eaeh
correct answer is worth 2 polnts.
11. During face-offs, players must remain on
sides.
Pucks may be a seore off the foot if it
1s not intentlonal.
The eurvature of the stick blade shou]d
bend away from the direction you shoot.
A player should hold the stick with bot!
hands on top of shaftr &s a baseball bat.
The most severe penalty we call is hieh
sti- eking.
12.
13.
14.
15.
s!e. Some of the questions on th-is written test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, l,eibee
and Iviessersmith (l9l q) .
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BADMINTON UNIT
Badninton is a valuabre lelsure time activity which has
grown in popularity in recent years. At a nomlnal expense,
badrninton nay be played either indoors or out. The game may
invoLve the speed of singles play or the strategy and
placenent of shots in doubles play.
Table 25 indicates the grade 1eve1 in which badminton
ski11s will be introdueed (f ) or reviewed (n). Tabl_e ?5
j-ndicates specific activities which will be used to practice
ski11s.
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Behavioral Ob.i ectives
students should be given the opportunity to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. Students will further develop ful1 body coordination.
2. students will further develop agility and quickness.
7. Students will further develop strength and endurance.
4. Students will develop skiI1 and stimulate interest in
an activlty that has carry over value as a life time sport.
5. Students will r:nderstand the ru1es, regulations and
history of badninton.
5. Students will develop an understanding of the
strategies of singles and doubles play.
SajFety Procedures
fhe following safety proeedures ehould be reviewed
before partieipation in badminton and continued to be
practiced throughout the unit:
1. Ersure the provision of adequate space for play to
avoid collisions.
2. Ersure that students have had a proper warm up and
stretching period before p1ay.
5. Students must bave proper gyrn attlre and footwear.
4. Al1 raekets should be inspected before p1ay. Close
attention should be given to racket grips.
5. Brsure that gym 1s eleared of all unneeessary
equipment.
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Table 25
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 10
Fundamental
Technique
Forehand grip
Backhand grip
YJrist/forearm action
Foot work
I
I
工
I
R
R
R
R
Basic StrokeClear
Smash
Drop
Drive
工
I
工
I
R
R
R
R
Shot Low serve
High serve
Rece■v ng serve
Net retl】Tns
Cross court
Around head smash
Dr■ve c■ear
工
工
工
工
???
???
??
???
??
?
??
Court Coverage Serve position
Singles posltion
Doubles position
Side to side
Up and back
工
工
工
I
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
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Table 25 (continued)
Sk■1■s C■assification
General Specific 9 10 12
Officiating Ru]-es
Offieiate gane
工 R
?
?
?
?
?
Rraluation Ski■ls test
Written test
I
I
?
?
? ?
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
5 badminton nets
5 badrninton standards
24 badninton rackets
12 shuttlecocks
1 rule book
50 study sheets
Speciflc Unit Activities
Actigity 1
The class will be set up into six stations. Students
will rotate elockwise until they have praeticed badminton
skiIIs at each statlon.
+
-->
?
→?
Students at station 1 wilL practiee
reeeiving the serve. The instructor will
strategies of the 1ow serve, high serve,
serves, and receiving the serve.
serving and
stress the
positioning On
Students at stati-on 2
The instructor will stress
c1ear, drop and drive.
Students at station 3
The instructor will stress
the clear, drop and drive.
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will practice the back hand shot.
proper forn and technique of the
will practice the forehand shot.
the proper form and teehnique of
Students at station I will practice the snash shot. Ihe
lnstruetor will stress proper form and teehnique of this
ghot.
Students at station 4 will praetice singles pIay.
Individual strategies will be stressed.
Students at stations 5 and 5 will practice doubles p1ay.
The instructor will stress the advantages and disadvaatages
of side-to-side and up-and-baek methods of playing doubles.
Actlvitv 2
Students will be put in game situations. Some examples
are to have four students on each side of the net playing
deep left and right and net left and right. The nunber of
points to be played will be set and the students will rotate
eou:rter elockwise after each point is scored by his tean.
Activity 5
The instructor will set up an interclass singles and
doubles tournament. Due to the limited tlme for class p1ay,
students may also play out of c1ass. Students will offieiate
these games.
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Table 26
Activities Chart
Specifle Skil1
Aetivity
1 2 う
Forehand g.rip X
Backhand grip X
Foot work X
Clear X
Smash X
Drop X
Drive X
Types of serves X
Singles play XL X X
Doubles play X X X
0fficiating X X
Note. X indicates what activity introduces, or is used
to practice, a speeifie ski1l.
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Evaluation
Ski■■s Tests
The following skills tests are used to evaluate the
studentr s perfor'mance in badminton:
Short serve. The student will serve 10 shuttlecoeks
below the rope into the short service area. The number of
polnts will be recorded. line hits are given hlgher value.
The shuttles that go over the rope will cor:nt as 0. Shuttles
that hit the rope will be retaken. The highest possible
total the student may achleve will be 50 points (French,
1g5g).
-'45
--'- )e
"'- 10
-- 22
rope zott above net
-- student
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long serve. The student will serve 10 shuttlecocks into
the serviee area. The shuttle must travel over the rope or
zero points will be recorded. Line hits will be given the
higher vaIue. Shuttlecocks hitting the rope will be retaken.
The student may achieve a total of 50 points (Seottr 1959)o
student
1ヽ
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Forehand. Fron a self toss, the student will hit five
underhand and fj-ve overhead clears. Subtraet 1 point if
shuttle does not clear rope. fhe stndent may achieve a total
of 50 points. The diagran on the following page will
illustrate the applieable cor.rt point system (Poo1e, 1971).
Backhand. From a self toss, the student will hit 10
backhand shots. subtract 1 point if shuttle does not cfear
rope. Ihe student roay achieve a total of 50 points. The
diagram on the follouring page will illustrate the applicable
court point system (Poole, 1973).
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Se■f Toss Test
student‐・‐
5 5
2 2
rOpe 71 high
|
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Student Score Sheet
Shot l
Shot 2
Shot 3
ShOt 4
ShOt 5
Shot l
Shot 2
Shot 3
ShOt 4
ShOt 5
Shot l
Shot 2
Shot う
ShOt 4
ShOt 5
Short Serve
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Long Serve
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Forehand
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Tota■ Points
Nane
6
7
8
9
10
6
7
8
9
10
Tota■ Points
?
?
?
?
?
?
Tota■ Points
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Shot l
Shot 2
Shot う
ShOt 4
ShOt 5
Backhand
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot
Shot?
????
?
Total
Grand
Final
Points
Tota■
Score
Scor■ng
Grand Tota■
160-180
140-159
120-139
100-119
80- 99
60- 79
30- 59
Score
40
35
10
25
20
15
10
Written Test
Nane
Directions: Questions 1 through 10 are modified true and
false. If the answer is true, write true in the blank
provided. If the answer is fa1se, wrlte the word or phrase
that will correct the statement in the bIank. Correct only
those portions of the statement that are wrderlined. Each
correct answer is worth 2 polnts.
1。 The singles service area 1s short and
wi-de.
The 3!g!}.9 playing court is long and
narrow.
A ■et shutt■e
工t is i■■ega■
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served over.
take a step forward when
???
2.
5。
6.
■S
to
servlng.
In a 15 point gane, when the score reaches
13 a1,l, the side that reaehes 15 first has
the option of setting the gane to five
more poi-nts.
The value of the side-by-side syeten of
doubles play is that it is easy to cover
the front and baek of oner s court.
If an official eannot make a ca11, the
option of the players can be aeeepted.
7.
8。
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If a player touches the net, he loses
the point.
The score should be announeed at the end
of each ra11y.
Scoop shots are 1ega1.
Directions: Questions 1 1 through 15 are nultiple choice.
Place the letter of the word or phase, which best answers
the questionr oD the blank provided. Eaeh correct answer 1s
wOrth 2 points.
11. Which serve should be used in doubles
play the najority of the time?
a. short
b. serve to niddle
c. 1ong, high serve
d. serve to outside line
The final score of the winning person in
a single game is:
a. 21
b. 15
co 13
d. 11
9.
10。
12.
11.
14.
15.
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When do players on the serving side change
from one servi-ce court to the other?
a,o after each serve 1s lost
b. eaeh tlme the opponents change sides
co when the serving side seores a point
d. after each serve made by the serving
side
The most important stroke in badminton is:
a. 1ob
b. serve
co drive
d. smash
The shot that should be used to return a
drop shot is:
a. drop
b, 1ob to baek court
C. CfOSS-net
d. 1ob to mid court
Note. some of the questions on this written test were
modifled from Hase and Rosenstein (1972) and Seaton, leibee
and Iviessersmith (l9l q) 
.
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WEIGHT TRAINING UNIT
l,Jeight trainlng has beeone i.ncreasingly popular anong
the teenage group in reeent years. trleight training is
noncompetitive and alms to improve muscle tone, body strength
and general physical condition of the participant.
In weight training, students will be lntroduced to
proBer lifting methods and safety will be stresged.
Tablb 27 indicates the grade 1eveI in which weight
training skl1ls will be introduced (I) or reviewed (n).
Table 28 indieates specific activities which will be used to
practice skiIls.
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Behavioral Objeetlves
Students should be given the opportunity to develop the
following behavloral objeetlves:
1, Students will increase their strength and basic
physical fitness.
2. Students will understand proper exercise methods.
7. Students will realize their true physieal potentj-aI.
4. Students will develop an understanding of the carry
over value of weight trainlng.
5. Students will understand that weight training is not
eoropetitlve in nature and that they should progress at thej-r
own pace.
Safety Procedures
The following safety proeedures should be reviewed
before participatj-on in welght tralning and contlnued to be
practiced throughout the unit:
1. Students will warm up and streteh before
particlpati.on.
2. A11 equipment should be inspected regularly.
7. Students will be provided detailed instruetlons on
proper lifting techniques for each exereise.
4. The instructor will insist on gradual lrogressions
in the arnount of weight being lifted.
5. Students will be instrueted 1n proper breathing
methods.
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6. Ihe instructor will not permit rhorse p1ayt.
7. Students will not be allowed to lift wlth one hand.
8. The instructor will stress proper spotting techniques
for all exereises.
9. Students will wear proper gym attire for all lifting
exerci ses.
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Tab■e 27
Ski■ C■assification Chart
Ski■s Classiflcation
General Specifie 9 10 12
Exerci se s Proper warm-up
Clean
Clean and press
Repetition press
Upright rowing
Regular rowlng
Half squat
Rise on toes
Sit-up with weight
Curl
Bench press
Chin-up
Rope elimb
Push-up
I
I
I
I
工
I
I
I
I
工
I
I
工
工
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
Evaluatlon ?hysical fitness test
Ski1ls test
Written test
????? ?
?
??
?
?
????
?????
$!s. (I) and (n) indlcates the grade level- in which
speciflc skil1s will- be introduced or reviewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipnent:
13 wa1l charts; one at each statlon showi-ng nunber of
station and explanation of exereise
50 seore cards
10 weight sets
14 nats
1 lifting bench
2 sets of dunbbells
50 study sheets
10 towels
chalk
2 ehalk stands
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Specific Unit Aeti.vities
Activitrr 1
The instructor will divide the class into groups of for:r
students at each stati-on, fhe student will have 1 ninute
to perform eaeh activity. Each group will rotate cowrter-
clockwise to the next statlon. At the start of cIass,
students will warn up at their statj-ons.
Station 5
Squat
Station 7
Wrist Ro■■
Station 8
Dead Lift
Station 9
Pu■ Over
Station 11
Arm Curls
Station 12
Rope C■imb
Station 5
Bench Press
Instruetor
Station 4
Sit―up
Station 3
Standing
Station 2
Heel Raise
Station 1
Rowing
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Activity 2
Students will find the weight at which they ean do eight
repetitions for all arm exercises and 15 repetitions for all
leg exerelses. l{hen students can increase the repetition to
four for arm exercises and five for leg exereises the weight
, "houId be increased by 5 pounds for arn and 10 pounds for
feg exercises. Students should again start with eight
repetitions at this higher weight (Weight Traini.ng, 1959) .
TabLe 28
Activities Chart
Specific Skill
Activity
2
Exercises X
Proper performance X X
Note. X indicates what activity introduees, or 1s used
to practice, a specific skill.
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Ekerclse Muscle Group
Exereise Muscle Group Used
Rowing Shoulder and arm
Heel raises Calves
Standing press Shoulder and arm
Sit-up Abdoninal
Bench press Chest and arn
Squat leg and hip
Wrist ro11 Forearm
Dead lift Leg, hip and back
PuIl otrer Upper body
I,eg press T,eg and baek
Arm curl Upper arn
Rope clinb Upper body
Note. This nuscle group list was mod.ified from Hooks,
1952.
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Evaluatlon
Skill-s Tests
The foLlowing sk111s tests are used to evaluate the
studentrs perfornanee in weight training:
Physieal fitness.. Al-1 students w111 take the New York
State four part physical fltness test before the start of
this unit.
Physigaf Eitness. A11 students will take the New York
State physical fitness test after completing weight training.
Seores will be evaluated by the instructor for individual
lmprovement.
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Wr■tten Test
Name
Directions: Questions 1 through 10 are true and fa1se. If
the answer is true, wrj-te true in the blank provided. ff the
answer is false, write false in the blank provided. Each
correct answer 1s worth 5 polnts.
1.
2。
3。
4。
The developnent of strength results in
eoncument lnereases in cardiovascular
capacity.
Weight training, uslng high repetitions,
eould be used as a means for reducing
fatness.
The various systems of progressive
resi-stanee exerelses used by all weight
trainees today are merely various
applicatj-ons of the principle of overload.
Head position is the key to keeping the
back erect when lifting.
Best results are obtained by working out
twice per week.
Motion is achleved by muscles contractJ-ng
aeross joints.
Power lifting is sJrnonJrmous with odd
lifting.
tr).
6.
7。
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8。
9.
Cheating a1lows the lifter to use
additional musele groups.
It is generally advisable to hold your
breath whil-e performing an exereise in
weight lifting.
Spotters should be used for all liftlng10.
exerelses.
p!g. Some of the questions on this written test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, lelbee
and Messersmith (lgl q) 
.
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GYMNASTICS UNIT
Gymnastics is one of the oldest forns of organlzed
physical activity and today is being revitalized by renewed
interest.
Gymnastics holds many values for the performer, such as
development of courage and the development of a feeling of
exultation in the aehievement of a skiI1.
Table 29 indieates which skllIs are taught and reviewed
for all leveIs of beglnner, intermediate and advanced
perforrnance.
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Behavioral Objeetives
students should be given the opportunity to develop the
followlng behavioral objectives:
1. students will further improve upper body strength and
flexibility through the performanee of ski1ls.
2. Students will revlew skiI1s previously learned and
learn to perform new skiUs at their own rate of Fogress.
1. Students will inprove muscle eoordinatj-on.
4. Students will develop a sense of self eonfidenee,
self aceomplishment and individual courage.
5. Students will be interested in helping others and
appreciate receiving he1p.
5. Students will reeeive a knowledge of gymrasties
history, terminolory, spottlng techniques, safety proeedures,
and proper care of equipment.
Safety Procedures
The following safety proeedures should be revi_ewed
before participation in gymnasties and eontlnued to be
praeticed throughout the unit:
1. The students will warm up properly before strenuous
activlty.
2. The instructor and students will inspeet all apparatus
and mats before participation.
5. Students will use chalk and towels to keep hands dry,
preventing unnecessary fa11s.
4. Students will not perform any stwrt without a spotter.
Junp to straight turn
arm support Dipped arm swing
Straight arm tr'ront and baek uprises
swing Cast to upper arm
Beginner
Single 1eg eut
mount
Upper arロ
support swing
Forward sw■ng to
stradd■e seat
Stradd■e seat
trave■
Stradd■e seat to
forward ro■1
Backward ro■■
from stradd■e
seat
Shou■der stand
Back dismount
Front dis口ount
F■ank dis口ount
Ha■f tllTn
dismount
Tab■e 29
Skl■■ C■assification Chart
Para■■e■ Bars
Intermediate
Double 1eg cut mowrt
Straight arm swing and
suppbrt
Shoulder stand to
forward ro11
FuIl turn dismount
High front dlsmount
High back dismount
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Advanced
Kip from end of
bar
Kip fron upper arm
support
Swinging kip
Stutze
Strelli
Peach basket
Cast to straight
arm support
Handstand
Forward plrouette
Single 1eg eut
dismount
Double leg cut
disnount
Front flip
dlsmount
Russi.an Kehre
Czechkehre
Tab■e 29 (continued)
Beginner
Arabesque
Battements
Rond de jambe
Ballet point
Croise
Chasse
Glissade
lunge
Balance
Waltz step
Waltz turn
Body wave
Turn on one foot
180 degrees
Forward ro11
Backward ro11
Cartwheel
Round off
Knee scale split
Swedish faI1
handstand
Floor EXercise
Intermediate
Tours j ete
Pas de ciseaux
Cabriole
Pas de chat
Pirouette
Saute with back arch
Tuck leap
Stag leap
Back extensi-on
Headspring
Neckspring
Handspring
Tinsiea
Round off to flip-fIop
Walkover with
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Advanced
Tours jete
Pas de eiseaux
Cabriole
Pas de chat
Pirouette
Saute with back
areh
Tuck leap
Stag leap
Back ertension
Headspring
Neekspring
Handspring
Tinslca
Round off to flip-
flop
Fu■ twi st               wa■kover with
Front and back walkover    handspring
Va■dez                   side aeria■
A■■us■on                 Front aer■a■
Needle scale Tripod to handstand
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fable 29 (continued)
Beginner Intermediate Advanced
Headstand to Baek dlve
forward ro11 Cartwheel to split turn
Bridge Shoot through
V seat straddle,
lean
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Tab■e 29 (continued)
Beginner
Front support
nount
Squat mount
Woof mount
Single 1eg mount
V seat
Ballet point
IrWtge
One leg squat
Croise
Splits
Walks
Slide
E wrning
Chasse
Glissade
Step-hop
Ylaltz
leap
Schottische
I{azurka
Tip toe squat
Chaines
Balanee Beam
Internediate
Fence vault mount
Aerial straddle mount
Headstand mount
Shoulder balanee mount
Cartwheel
Needle scale
Headstand
Walkover
Handstand with sei-ssor
kick
Walks
Slide
Running
Chasse
Glissade
Step-hop
ldaltz
leap
Schottisehe
Mazurka
Tours jete
I(nee scale
Straddle seat
Advanced
Cartwheel mount
Handstand morrnt
Walkover mowrt
Step on mount
Tinslca
Valdez
Walkover
Handspring
Dive tinsica
tr'1ip-f1op
Walks
Slide
Running
Chasse
Glissade
Step-hop
Waltz
leap
Schottische
Mazurka
Tours j ete
Pas de chat
Stag leap
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Table 29 (eontinued)
Beginner Intermediate Advaneed
Irunge to lwrge Arabesque Cartwheel
leaps Pirouette Walkover backward
Skips lunge spln to handstand
Ga11up Squat junp Dive forward ro11
Hops Straddle jump Forward roll
Forward, Leaps without hands
shoulder ro11 Clseaur Aerial cartwheel
tr'orwardrbaekward Headstand to forward dismor:nt
Backward, ro11 Aerial walkover
shoulder ro11 Handstand to forward dismor:nt
Front vault ro11 I'Iip-f1op dismount
dismount Swing forward ro11 Front somersault
Side seat Backward ro11 to dismor:nt
dismount headstand Back sonersault
Round off Handsprlng dismount di-snount
dismount Handspring with quarter
Cartwheel turn dismount
dismount Walkover disnowrt
Headspring Tinsica disnount
dismount
Table 29 (continued)
Beginner
Cross seat mount
Straight arm
support mowrt
Shoot over low
bar
Double leg stem
rise
Single 1eg swlng
up
V seat
Seale
One leg squat
Swan
Arch through
Rear areh
Squat stand
Seat balance
Hip eirele
forward and
backward
Single knee
swing up
Uneven Parallel Bars
Intermediate
Vault mount
Glide kip
Front hip circle mount
Glide kip on 1ow bar to
catch on high bar
Cross ha^ndstand side
handstand
Arch back to backward
hip bircle
Handstand straddle to
straddle seat
Free hip circle forward
Free hip clrcle
forward, catch high
bar
Seat rise
Double knee ei.rele
backward
Seat circle forward and
backward
Stoop sole cirele
forward and backward
Flying hip cirele
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Advanced
Glide kip on high
bar
Rear kip mount
i{andstand to fu11
twist to front
hip eircle
Side handstand on
high bar, half
turn, descend to
long hang
Corkserew on high
bar
Free baekward hip
circle
FuI1 twist from
long hang
Seat clrcle
forward on high
bar to straddle
cut, cateh high
bar
Throw back
Tab■e 29 (continued)
Beginner
Single ]eg
circle backward
MlII circle
forward or
baekward
Cast
Cast out from
front support
on high bar
Double 1eg kip
Sten rise kip
Single 1eg kip
Sten rlse kip
Basket
Basket with
straight legs
Baek hip
pullover
Thigh ro11 from
cross seat
Rear 1ying, turn
to squat
Internediate
Eagle catch
Dislocate to flying
cirele
Underswing wlth half
turn from Iow bar
back hip eircle
Underswing with half
turn fron high bar
Statlonary kip
Glide kip
Shoot through
tr'Iank cut to long hang
Straddle cut to long
hang
Flank vault over low
bar to half turn
Straddle I, support from
half turn
Cartwheel dismount
Cross handstand
dismount
Flank eut dismount
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Advanced
Back layout over
hip high bar to catch
on lower bar
Staionary kip to
handstand
Drop kip
Rear kip
Back uprise
Rear kip to drop
kip
Vertical split
Back straddle junp
over high bar to
long hang drop to
1ow bar and glide
kip
Front somersault
fron Iow bar to
eateh on high bar
Heeht
Front somersault
di smount
to
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Table 29 (eontinued)
Beginner Internediate Advanced
cast off to rear side handstand dismount Back somersault
dismount Side handstand with di_smount
cast off with quarter turn dismount straddle cut fron
quarter turn l_ow bar dismowrt
dismount Hecht wlth three-
Single 1eg flank quarter turn
with quarter dismount
turn dismount Side handstand
Pike position from h_igh bar
dis口ount
Shoot off
dismount
skin―the―cat
from high bar
dismount
F■ank vau■t
dismount
Sqlln t vau■t from
■ow bar dismount
Rear vau■t with
half turn
disコount
dismount
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Table 29 (continued)
Side Horse
Beginner Intermediate Advanced
Ilalf 1eg circle Undercut fuII Ieg Double rear nount
mor:nt circle mout to end
Half 1eg circle Scissor mowrt with Stoekll mount
travel simple travel loop mount
Feint support, Front scissor mowrt to Reverse scissor to
front support front support front support
Sclssor mount Seissor mount to fuII Feint support to
Scj-ssor mount 1eg undencut fu11 1eg circle,
with simple Single 1eg Moore left 1eg over
travel Stoop vault Feint support to
Feint support to Headspring Tronlet
front disrnount Feint support to
Squat vault triple rear
Flank vault dismount
Straddle vault Moore
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Table 29 (continued)
Beginner
Skin-the-cat
Swj-ng
Back hip circLe
Single 1eg rlse
Single 1eg
clrcle forward
and baekward
Knee touch
Dismount
Hock disnount
Hieh Bar
Interrnediate
Double leg elrcle
forward and baekward
Back upri-se
Kip
Flank vault
Disnount
Under swing
Dismount
Advanced
Seat rise
tr'ront hip
Circle
Straddle sole
Cirele half turn
Reverse grip
Kip
Reverse grip
three-quarter
giant disnount
Reverse grip
Giant
Overgrip giant
Note: Cfassification of skilIs and their level of
difficulty was modifled from Boone (1979), Dolan (t9aO),
Drnry & Seh.mid (1970), and Hunn (1979).
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
2 chalk stands
12 towels
'l balance beam
1 side horse
1 uneven para11e1 bar
1 para11e1 bar
t horizontal or high bar
24 mats
50 study sheets
Spsrcifie Unit Activities
Activity 1
Students will divide into equal groups at each station.
The students wiLl rotate eounter elockwlse rrntil they have
performed and spotted for the skills each student wlshes to
practice or Iearn. The lnstructor will stress that students
should only attempt the moves in their ski11 group. The
instructor will also explaj-n and demonstrate proper spotting
techniques for each move. The stations will be as follows:
Station 7
tr'loor
Exerclse
Station
Tumbling
Station
Balanee
Bean
Station
High
Bar
Station 4
Uneven
Para11e1
Bars
tion 2
■■e■
BnTs
tion l
Side
Horse
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Evaluation
Ski11s Test
The following skilIs test is used to evaluate the
studentr s perforrnance in rynnasties:
Students will be tested in the performance of skiIls at
their leve1 of performance. Students may not advance to the
next leve1 of perforrDanee until they have successfnlly
denonstrated the abillty to perform all stunts at the
preceeding 1eve1.
Ihe instructor will rate all students on a seale fron
1-5 for each stwrt. Routines will be rated fron 1-2O, with
a minimun of 4 stunts per routine. Boys will be tested on
floor exercise, para3-1e1 bars, side horse, and high bar.
Girls will be tested on the balance bean, uneven para11e1
bars, floor exercise, and vaulting.
Students will have the opportwrity to score a possible
80 polnts.
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Student Sgore Sheet
Nnme
Ski■■ Performed
l。
2.
う。
4.
5。
6。
7。
8。
9。
10.
11。
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18。
19.
20。
Points Scored
1.
7.
8.
9。
10。
11。
12。
1う 。
14.
15。
16.
17.
18.
19。
20。
2。
う。
4。
5。
6。
Points
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Routine
Po■nts
Tota■ Points
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Written Test
Name
Dlrections: Questions 1 through 10 are true and faIse. ff
the answer is true, write true in the bLank provided. ff the
answer is false, write false j-n the blank provided. Each
correct answer is worth 2 polnts.
1.
2.
3。
Frederick John is known as the ftFather of
Gymnasticsrr.
The fwrction of a spotter j-s to catch the
perfoimer if he fal1s.
A swing from the shoulders, straddle seat
and. forward. ro11 would be a eontinuous
serles of moves on the para11e1 bars.
A rflip-fIopt is the same move as a
cartwheel.
In performlng the front handspring, eare
must be taken to avoid getting the hands
close to the take off foot.
The YMCA was the first organLzation that
helped to develop gynnastics in the United
States.
A squat vault would be eonsidered a
difficult move on the side horse in NCAA
competitlon.
4.
5.
5.
7.
8.
9.
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A walk over is a typleal move 1n floor
exercise.
In performing a forward ro11, the pike
position is utilized.
A stoop fron the neck is a move performed
i-n floor exerclse.
10.
12.
Directions: Questions 11 through 15 are multiple ehoice.
Place the letter of the statement whi-ch correctly anshrers
the question 1n the blank provided. Eaeh eorrect answer is
worth 2 points.
11. In spotting for tunbling, it is usually
advisable to stand:
a. to the side of the performer
b. behind the performer
c. 1n front of performer
d. none of the above
Balanee beam routines include:
a. running moves
b. ro1Is
co balances
d. all of the above
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13.
14.
15.
Where should the spotter stand in the
uneven para11el bars?
zo in front
b. behind
c. in between
d. none of the above
A balanee beam is:
a. 4 inehes wide
b. 6 inches wide
co 3 inches wlde
d. none of the above
If a performer bal1s off the apparatus
once, but completes the routlne, what
wil-I be the maxiutl.ln deduction?
a. 1 point
c. 2 polnts
d. 2 .3 points
p!e. Some of the questions on this written test were
modifled from Hase and Rosenstej-n (lglZ) and Seaton, Leibee
and. iviessersmith ( 1974).
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GOLF UNttT
The game of golf is thought to have origlnated in
Seotland. It was introdueed to the United States 1n 1888.
The game has grown to be a very popular game among people
of all ages. Because of its value as a carry-over and
leisrlre time adt:-vity, students will be lntrod,uced to the
basie skilIs of go1f. Students will also be eneouraged to
partlcipate in golf individually and with others.
Table 50 indicates the grade level in whieh golf
ski11s wil-l be introduced (f ) or reviewed (n). Table 31
indicates specific activitles which will be used to
practice skilIs.
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Behavioral 0b.i ectives
Students should be given the opportwrity to develop the
following behavioral objectives:
1. Students will develop ful1 body eoordination.
2. Students will develop skill and interest in an
activity that has carry-over value as a lifetime sport.
1. Students will develop an wrderstanding and an j-nterest
of the rules and regulations of goIf.
4. Students will develop a knowledge of the hi-story of
go1f.
5. Students will dOvelop a conpetltive spirit in golf
while understanding that etiquette 1s of utnost importanee.
Safetv Proeedures
The following safety procedures should be reviewed
before participation in golf and contlnued to be practiced
throughout the unit:
'l 
. Students are not to swlng clubs until they are in
a specified area.
2. Students shall always stand behind the person hitting
the balI.
3. Students will adhere to a proper stretching period
before swinging cIubs.
4. Instructor will make sure all clubs are in proper
working order. Cheek grips and club heads.
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Tab■e 30
Ski■■ 0■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classifi eation
General Speeifl c 10 12
Fundanental-s Grip
Stanee and address
Ful-l swi-ng
Short swing
I
I
I
I
Woods From tee
From fairway
?? ? ?
?
?
Irons Short lrons
long lrons
Ivlediun irons
?
?????
????? ??
?
??
Chipping Pitch
Chip and run
Sand shots
??
?
Putting Grip
Stanee and address
Stroke
????
?
Stroke
Correetions
Hook
S■ice
Shank
High
Low
I
I
工
工
I
R
R
R
R
R
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Tab■e 30 (continued)
Ski■■s Classificatlon
General Specific 10 12
Play of Course Miniature golf
Par three course
Regulation eourse/9 holes
I
I
工
Evaluation Sk■■s test
Written test
?
???
?
?
?
?
?
?
Note. (I) and. (n) indicates the grade IeveI in which
specifie skiIls will be iutroduced. or reviewed.
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Equipment
The following is a list of available equipment:
1 set nine hole miniature golf course
4 dozen plastic golf bal1s
2 dozen range golf bal1s
24 putters
12 dri-vers
12 long irons
12 mediun irons
60 score cards
1 rule book
50 study sheets
4 trash cans
1 field marker
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Speeific Unit Aeti:rities
Activity 1
After an explanation and denonstration period, the
instruetor will check studentts grip, stanee and swing by
hitting plastic golf ba11s off golf mats. The student shall
start with short irons and repeat each day using a new c1ub.
The instruetor w111 thoroughly cover skills j-n grip, stance,
address, full swing, short swing, hitting woods, and }:-itting
medium lrons.
Activity 2
After explaining and demonstrating putting methods, the
lnstructor will cheek each studentts Sripr stance and stroke.
Each student sha1l practlee putting using a six-foot putting
mat with a putting cup.
Activitv I
After explaining and demonstrating chipping methods,
the instructor will check studentfs gripr stance and swing.
Students will then dlvide into four groups. Students will
take turns attempting to chip plastic ba11s into a trash can
10 yards away. As students aehieve, Dove them baek gradually
to 25 yards. The instructor will thoroughly eover skills in
grip, stanee, address, swing, ehip and run, and sand shots.
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Activity 4
Students will , dt their 1eisure, play either a minj-ature
golf courser por three course or nine or 18 holes at a
regulation course. All ski11s previously practieed will be
used.
Tab■e 31
Activities Chart
Specific Skill
Aetlvity
2 う 4
FundamentaLs X X
Woods X X
Irons X X
Chipping X X
Putting X X
Stroke Corrections X X
Etiquette and Play X X
Note.  X indicates what activity introduces, oF iS uSed
to praetice, a speelflc skiIl.
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E'valuation
Ski■■s Tests
工ronso  When using irons 9, 7, 5, and う, the student
will hit 10 plastic golf balls with each. Students will
record nurnber of points. Bal-ls on the line will go to the
higher nunber. Thls test is worth 160 points (Seaton, 1974,
p. 155).
student
o
50  40  50  60  70yds yds yds yds yds
Driving. The students will hit 10 tee shots. Students
will then record number of points seored. Ba11s on the line
will go to the higher number. Thi-s test is worth 50 points
(Seaton, 1974r p. 168).
O Pts1 2 う 4
l Pt 2 う 4 5
O Pts 2 う 4
100 125 150 200
yds yds yds yds
・11,I了五電「f・ag
yds
??〓student
a
土
ydS
0 2 2 3
0 2 2 3 う 4
0 2 2 う
???
?
?
??
??
上
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Cldpping. The student, using a nine j_ron, will piteh
10 golf ba1ls into the target area. The student will reeord
the number of the area where ball comes to rest. Bal1s
landing on the iine will go to higher nu-rnber, This test is
worth 100 points (Nei1son, 1974r p. 175).
(2 pts )
pts)
(5 pts )
(a pts )
(to pts)
Diameter of center circle is 5 feet. fncrease to
outside, 10 feet per circle.
Game_p1ay. The students will have the option of playing
a mi-nj-atrrre course twlee (Z points), a par three once (+
points) and nine hole regulatlon course once (+ points), for
a total of 10 pointsr or playing 18 holes on a regulation
eourse once (tO points). A11 seore eards are to be signed
by a professional and presented to the j-nstructor.
(+
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Student ScoIe Sheet
Iron
9
7
5
1
Score
Total Score
工rons
Tota■ Score
160-140
159-119
118- 88
87- 67
66-  1
Dr■v■ng
Tota■ Score
50-40
う9-50
29-20
19-10
9- 1
Name
Points
10
Points
10
Points
?
?
??
Ba■l
1
2
う
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Score
?
?
?
?
Score Po■nts
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Ba■
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
Score
Chiっっing
Tota■ Score
100-80
79-60
59-40
39-20
19- 1
Points
10
?
?
?
?
Seore
Game plav
Miniature golf
Par three
Nine hole
1B holes
Points
Points
Total Points
TotaL Score
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Written Test
Name
Direetions: Questions 1 through 10 are modifled true and
false questlons. If the answer 1s true, write true in the
blank provlded. If the answer is false, write the word or
phrase that will eorreet the statement on the blank. Correct
only those portlons that are underlined. Each correet answer
is worth 2 points.
1。 Golf is a sport where handieapping 1s
sometimes used to equallze competition.
A four wood has more loft than a three
wood.
You should always replace divots.
The warning call to anyone who may be in
the way of an approaching ball is tIgE! t.
In assuming the proper stance, the knees
should be sliehtly flexed at address.
There 1s no set way to determine who is to
shoot first at eaeh hole.
The lower nunber of iron played, the
closer you play the ball to the body.
A player may have a maximuru of 14 elubs in
his bag.
The body and club action, prior to the
swing is termed the waAAle.
?
???
2。
5。
6。
7。
8.
9.
10. The first rules of golf were established
at the St. Andrews course in Seotland.
Directions: Questions 11 through 15 are nultiple choi-ce.
In the blank provided, write the letter of the word or
phrase that best answers or completes the question. Each
correct answer is worth 2 points.
11.
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For nen, a par six hole would be:
a. 401-575 yards.
b. 471 yards or more
c. 575 yards or nore
d. none of the above
The club considered to be niddle distanee
is:
a. chipper
b. driver
co 5 iron
d. 1 iron
0n a par five holet za rreagleil would be
a score of:
a.5
b.4
co7
d.6
12.
11.
14.
15.
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An 18 hole course has a total par of 72.
There are six par flve holes and eight par
four holes. How many par three holes?
a.2
b.3
c. none
d. 4
A hole-in-one on a par three may also be
referred to as ai
a. ginny
b. par
cr double eagle
d. birdie
Note. Some of the questions on this written test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, leibee
and I,lessersmlth (tgl+).
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TRACK AND FIELD UNIT
Track and field i-s a sport where the basic skills of
walking, rtmning, junping, and throwing are rnaintained and
further developed.
In this unitr 8s the students develop strength, speed,
agility, coordination, and endurance, they will learn the
value of physical conditioning and practice.
Table 12 indicates the grade level in whieh track and
field skilIs will be introduced (f) or reviewed (n). TabLe ,3
indicates specific activities which will be used to
practice skilIs.
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Behavioral Objectives
students should be given the opportunity to develop the
fol-lowing behavioral objectives:
1. Students will improve their speed and endurance.
2. Students will further develop their eoordlnation and
distanee in throwing events.
3. Students will develop coordination and heightr or
distance, in junping events.
4. Students will develop an appreciation for traek and
field.
5. Students will aequire a knowledge of the history of
track and field.
6. Students will erpress a knowledge of the rules for
each event.
7. Students will acqulre a knowledge and understanding
of safety procedures for each event.
8. Students will develop an understanding of teehniques
and strategies for each event.
Safety Procedures
The following safety proeedures should be reviewed
before participation 1n track and field and continued to be
practieed throughout the unit:
1. Instruct students on proper eonditioning for distance
events.
2. A1low adequate tj-me for worm-up.
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3. Establish safety proeedures for throwing events.
4. Make sure fields and espeeially landing pits are
eleared of debris.
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Tab■e 32
Ski■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classiflcation
General Speclfi c 9 10 12
Running
Meehanics
Pace 
-sprint/distanee
S trid e 
-s print/di stan e e
??? ?
Starts Two point
tr'our point
Use of starting bloeks
?
????
?
?
?
?
?
?
Sprints 40 yards
50 yards
60 yards
75 yards
100 yards
22O yards
?
?????
?????
?
????
?
?
Middle
Distances
100 yards
220 yards
330 yards
440 yards
880 yards
?
???
?
?
? ?
?
Distance 880 yards
Mi■e
I R
工 R
Relays Shutt■e
440
880
I R
I
I
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Tab■e 32 (continued
Ski■■s Classificatlon
General Specific 9 10 12
Hl】rd■es High
IJow I R
?
?
?
?
High Jurnp Scissors
Western ro11
Fosbury flop
?? ?
?
?
???
?
?????
Irong Jurnp Standing
long run with markers
I R
I R
Triple Junp Coordinatlon of foot-
work using long start
I
?
?
R R
Shot Put Grip
Throwing form
Follow through
Standing throw
Spinning throw
I
I
I
工
R
R
R
R ? ??
?
Dlscus Grip
Throwlng form
Fo11ow through
Standing throw
Spinning throw
工
工
工
工
R
R
R
R ? ??
Starting Correct commands
False starts
?? ?
?
?
Evaluation Ski■■s test
Written test
?
???
?
?
?
? ?
?
Note. (f) ana (n) indieates the grade leve1 in which
specific skilIs will be lntroduced or reviewed.
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Equipment
The followlng 1s a list of avail-able equipment:
4 shot puts
4 discus
8 towels
+ tapes
1 set high junp standards and bar
B hurdles
4 starting blocks
1 junping pit
2 rakes
1 rule book
50 study sheets
2 whistles
1 starterr s gun
1 set high junp mats
2 stop watches
5 batons
Specific Unit Activities
Activity 1
The class will be divided into for:r groups for
indlvidual skiII development, These groups will rotate to
four stations. These stations are sprints, dlstance races,
jumping events, and throwlng events. Hurdling will be
211
included in the sprint station. using experi-enced student
track members, a new event will be covered each day, at each
station, until all events have been covered.
Activity 2
students will choose one sprint, one dlstance raee, one
jumping eventr or one throwing event for partieipatlon in
class eompetltj-on. Students must compete in two running
events and one field event.
Activity l
Student winners 1n each event in their class will then
compete against other class wlnners in a traek field day.
Ribbons will be glven for first, second, third, and fourth
places in each event. A11 participants will receive a
eertifieate of partieipation. Records will be kept and
posted. Track members will serve as judges, timers and
starters.
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Tab■e 33
Activities Chart
Speeifie Skill
Activity
1 2 3
Running events X X X
Starts X X X
Sprints X X X
Md■e distancesX X X
Distanees X X X
Hl】rd■es X X X
Jumping events X X X
Throwlng events X X X
0fficiating X X
Note. X indicates what activity lntfoduees, or 1s ueed
to practice, a speeific ski11.
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Evaluation
Ski4s Tssts
The following ski11s tests are used to evaluate the
studentrs performanee i-n track and field:
Short_sprint. The student w111 be timed in the 50 meter
dash. Students will be awarded points for plaee of finish.
Middle distanee. The student will be timed in the 400
meter run. Students will be awarded points for plaee of
finish.
Stanging long junp. The student will have three trials
in the standlng long iump. The best distance will be
recorded. Students will- be awarded points for place of
finish.
Hieh-junp. The student will have three trials in the
- 
high junp. The best height will be recorded. Students will
be awarded polnts for place of finish.
Shot put. The student will have three trials in putting
the shot. The longest distanee will be recorded. Students
will be awarded points for place of finish.
Cross cowrtty rl!x. The student will run a half mile
cross country corrrse. Students will be awarded points for
place of flnlsh.
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Student Score Sheet
Name
Short Sprint
50 Meter Dash
Time
6.3 or ■eSS
6。4-6。5
6.6 - 6。8
6.9-7。0
Time
80 or less
81 - 87
88 - 95
96 - 100
Distance
716‖ or more
711::-71511
611::-710':
516.:-6 0 0il
Midd■e Distance
400 Meter Run
Po■nts
15
12
8
4
Points
Po■nts
15
12
8
4
Po■nts
Points
15
12
8
4
Po■nts
Standing Long 」1lmp
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High」1つmp
Height
5'7': or more
516‖-5:1':
510‖-4161:
415‖-410"
Shot Put
Distance
3610■  or more
2610'1 -35911':
25'11'' - 2200‖
21111:: or ■ess
Points
15
12
8
4
Po■nts
Points
15
12
8
4
Points
P■ace
l-10
11 - 20
21 - 30
う1-+
Finish
Cross_Country Run
Points
10
8
6
4
Points
Tota■ Points divided by 2 = Final Score
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2.
Written Test
Nane
Directionss Questions 1 through 10 are modified true and
fa1se. If the answer is true, wrj-te true in the blank
provided. If the answer is faIse, write the word or phrase
that will correct the statenent in the b1ank. correet only
those portions of the statenent that are underlined. Each
correct answer is worth 2 po5-nts.
1. When starting in the sprints, the runner
should come out of the starting block
!i.&b.
Uhen adjusting your stride in the long
junp, if you are losing speed and power
you should shorten your last step.
The western ro11 is a more tiring method
of high jurnping than the scissors jrrnp.
The most important phase of hurdling is
.'iurnping over the hurdles.
fhe stride of a middle distance runner
will be shorter than a sprinter.
At the take off point of the running long
junp, you should junp eut and not up.
The triple juup was formerly ealled the
3。
4。
5.
6。
7.
hop. run and .iump.
8.
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The secret of the shot put is to p! it,
not throw it, from the shoulder.
The discus welghs 3 pounds. 9 ounces.
You should have a strong desire to win at
a1l- times, but never take unfalr advantage
of an opponent.
Direetions: Complete questions 11 through 15 by correetly
filling in the blank. Each correct answer is worth 2 polnts.
?
?
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
Name one method of high jumplng.
There are three short sprints. Give the
dlstance for one of these.
Name one throwing event.
What does the shot put weight?
Give the distance for one middle distance
raee.
Note. Some of the questlons on this wrltten test were
modified from Hase and Rosenstein (lglZ) and Seaton, lelbee
and Messersmith (l9l q) .
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SOFTBALIL UNttT
Softball 1s a game that has been developed from our
national game of basebaIl. rt is especially valuable as a
team sport in that it develops preci-sion and accuracy in
throwing, catehlng and hitting. Softball is a game that
may be played as a highly competitive activity with
organized leagues or enjoyed as a leisure time social
event.
Table 34 lndicates the grade 1evel in which softball
skills will be introduced (i) or reviewed (n). Table 3j
indicates specific activities which will be used to
practlce ski11s.
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Behavioral Obieetlves
students should be glven the opportwrity to develop the
followlng behavioral objectlves:
1. Students will be proficient in eatehing, throwlng,
fielding, and hitting a softbalI.
2. Students will develop an interest in the value of
softball as a recreational aetivity in adoleseent or adult
11fe.
3. Students will further develop their strength,
coordination and agility through participation in the gatr€o
4. Students will develop personal and social attributes
through participation as a tean nember.
5. Students will acqulre a knowledge of the origin and
history of softba1l.
6. Stud.ents will further develop their knowledge of
ski11s, rules and terminolory of the game.
'1. Students will receive an understanding of position
play and team strategy.
8. Students will be able to unpl-re a softball game.
9. Students will learn to appreciate softball as a
spectator sport.
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Safetrr ProcedureE
The following safety proeedures should be reviewed
before participation in softball and eontinued to be
practieed throughout the unit:
1. Ehsure that field of play is clear of ar-l hazardous
debris.
2. Check all equiprnent being used and be sr:re i_t is in
proper working order.
3. Students nust have proper g5m attlre.
4. students should be instructed where to stand or sit
when team is at bat.
5. Students should be warned about throwing the bat.
5. Students should avoid blocking the base lines.
7. Students should have Iroper warn-up period before
pIay.
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Tab■e 34
Sk■■ C■assification Chart
Ski■■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 12
Throwing Review a■■ ski■ls
Grip
Footwork
Body and arm action
Outfie■d throw
R
R
R
R
R
R
Catching Review skl■■  of:
Above wa■st
Be■ow wa■st
One hand
Moving catch
R
R
R
R
R
R
Fielding Ground balls
F1y ba11s
line drives
Pop ups
R
R
R
R
Pitching Stanee
Windup
Delivery
tr'oI1ow through
工
工
I
I
R
R
R
R
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Tab■e う4 (cOntinued)
Ski■■s Classification
General Specific 9 10 12
Batting Grip
Stance
Stride
Swing
tr'o11ow through
Bunting
R
R
R
R
R
工
R
R
R
R
R
R R R
Base Running S■iding
Stea■ing
?
??
Position P■ay Re■ays
Blln ts
Backing up
Outfie■d throws
工
工
I
工
R
R
R
R
Tean
Strategies
Hit and Run
Squeeze play
Run downs
Double plays
工
工
工
I
R
R
R
R
Tournaments 工 R
Umpiring Positioning I R
Evaluation Ski■■s test
Written test
??? ?
?
?
? ?
?
Note. (f) and (n) indieates the 6rade Ievel in rhieh
epecific ski11s will be introdueed or reviewed.
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Equlpment
fhe following 1s a list of available equipment:
2 sets of bases
2 catcherfs mitts
4 softballs
4 softball bats
1 ruLe book
40 study sheets
2 first basemanrs gloves
2 catcherr s masks
2 catcherr s ehest protectors
Specific Unit Activities
Activlty 1
After warm-up period, students will pair up and play
pitch and cateh revlewing proper skilLs. This actlvity may
also be used to loosen up their arms. The instruetor will
stress proper throwing and eatching teehniques.
Activitrr 2
Student will hit ground bal1s to the infield. players
w111 practiee throws to first and double plays at second
base. While engaged in practieing proper flelding
techniques, a second student will be hitting f1y ba11s and
line drives to the outflelders who will throw in to a
designated player. Proper fielding and throwing sk1l1s
should be stressed by the instructor.
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Activity J
This aetivity will be a simulated game with base
runners used. The instructor will hit from the batterr s box,
controlling the game situations that will oceur. The
j-nstructor will stress team strategies, both defenslve and
offenslve, and proper base running teehnlques.
Activity 4
A gane will be played with student r:mpires. fhe
instructor will stress team strategies and positioning of
umpi-res.
Table 55
Activities Chart
Specific Skill
Activity
2 3 4
Batting X X
Throwing X X X X
Catching X X X X
Fielding X X X
Pitching X X X
Base running X X
Position play X X
Team strategles X X
Umpiring X
Note. X indicates what activity iatroduces, .qE is ueed
to practice, a speeifie ski11.
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Evaluation
SklIIs TestE
The following skiIls tests are used to evaluate the
studentr s performanee j-n softball:
Sojltball throw. The student will be given three trials
in throwing the softball for distance. The distanee of the
studentr s throw, minus the distance off target, will be
reeorded. fhe best trial to the nearest foot will eouat
( Stanley, i97 4) .
174-190             8
150-17う             4
So ftba■■ throw for accllracェ。  From 65 feet away,
students wi■■ throw 10 softba■■  a  the targete  The target
iS 3 feet off the f■oor, with circ■es 2, 4 and 6 feet in
diametero  Scores are 5, 2 and l from the center.  Softba■■s
hitting circ■es go to the higher score value (Stanley, 1974)。
Distance
208'+
191-207
Points
30
25
20
15
Point Value
15
12
Point Va■ue
15
12
8
4 T
■
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Game p1ay. Each student will be evaluated in game
p1ay. The instruetor will rate each studentt s performance
on a scale from 1-10. When ratlng each student, the
instructor should evaluate the studentfs basic ski11s,
position of play and awareness of team strategles.
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Student Score Sheet
Throw 1
llhrow 2
Throw 5
Throw l
Throw 2
Throw 3
ThrOW 4
ThrOW 5
Tota■ Points
Nn7ne
Softba■■ Distance Throw
Distance       Feet Off Target        Fina■
Final Seore
Softba■■ Throw Accl17aCV
Points                       POints
Throw 6
ThrOW 7
Throw 8
Throw 9
Throw 10
Total Points
Final Score
Game P■av
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Written Test
Name
Directions: Questions 1 through 10 are multiple ehoice. On
the Iine, write the l-etter of the word or phrase which best
answers or eompletes the question. Each correet answer is
worth 2 points。
1。 The differenee that exists between
softball and baseball is:
a. strike zone
b. third strike rule
c. infield f1y rule
d. foul ball rule
The skiI1 1n softball that differs most
radieally from basebal-I 1s:
a. sliding
b. pitching
c. batting
Second base is referred to as the:
d. hot box
b. keystone saek
c. midd]e sack
d. pivot man
2.
3。
4。
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Which type of throw 1s the most inportant
for a fielder to develop:
a. sidearn
b. overhand
c. underhand
d. three-quarter overhand
Which of the following ski1ls is correct?
a. the batter should hit the ball ahead
of the runner in rfhit and runrl
situations.
b. the pitcher places both feet on the
base before pitching.
co if the first basenan reeeives a throw
to his right, he should touch the base
with his right foot.
In softbaI1, the:
?. distanee between bases is 90 feet.
b. bats are the same size as in regulation
basebalI.
c. pitehing distance is 45 feet.
d, circunference of ball used is nine and
one quarter incheg.
??
6。
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7。 The p■ayer who is often ca■■ed the
defens■ve center of the ■nfie■d is:
a. pitcher
be catcher
do shortstop
do second baseman
The batting average of a p■ayer who has
eight bits in 15 attempts is:
a. .3うう
b。 。43う
C。 。533
d。 。653
A p■ay in which a runner scored from
third, after the batter hits a fou■ f■y
ba■l to the outfie■d hat is caught,
wou■d be scored as a:
a. fou■ ba■                            ′
b. time at bat
co sacr■fice f■y
de fie■d r's choice
The term that does not dea■ with softb■:
a. hook s■ide
bo ports■der
c. off―sュdes
do de■ayed stea■
8.
9.
10。
Directions: Uslng the diagram be1ow, answer questions 11
through 15 in the blanks provided. Each correct arrswer is
worth 2 points.
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0n a ball hit to right field, with a
runner on second base, the pitcher should
back up the what?
There is a runner on third, the batter
hits a single to center. The center
fielder should throw the ball to which
base?
There is a runner on first and third. 0n
a single to left field, the left fielder
should throw the ball to which base?
11.
12.
13.
251
14.
15.
There is a runner on first base. On a
hit to right field, the first baseman
should back up which base?
There are runners on second and third
with no outs. The batter bunts. The
short stop should cover what base?
Note. some of the questlons on this raritten test were
modified from Hase and Rosensteln (lglZ) and Seaton, leibee
and I{essersmith (l9l +) .
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Chapter 5
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
This projeet was pursued to develop a defined high
school physieal educatlon curriculum for the Cohoes City
school Distrlct. This eurriculum will be beneficial to the
physieal educatlon progran because the specifie units of
instructlon to be taught are defined year by year and week
by week to avoid repetition and will promote a sequential
development of physieal skiIls. The speeifie units of
instruction are defined and are an extension of the
elementary and junior high school programs. The instructors
are provided with sample activities and methods of
evaluation for each unit.
This eurrieulum guide was developed to further ensure
consisteney in the physical edueation program. yearly
evaluations by instruetors, students, administrators, and the
community will be necessary to continually improve eourse
content, activlties and methods of evaluation.
Reeommendations
The following recommendations are suggested for futrrre
projeets in the development of a physieal edueation
eurrieulum guide:
1. There should be yearly evaluations of physieal
education course content.
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2. When facilities and equipment are available, and
time allotment and scheduling permits, more leisr.rre time
activities should be included in the eurrieulum. These
activities would include hiking, eross eountry skilng,
bowling, camping, ice skating, and blcycling.
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